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1 Anr.F:x  1 
C  HOlDS  0(fici2l  Joum:~l of  the  Europe:~n Communities  I  C.  I I. 97 
36.  Declaration on the  Ovene:u Countries and Territories 
The Conference  recognises  that  the  special  arrangements  for  the  assocaauon  of the  overseas 
countries  and  territories  (OCTs)  under  P~rt Four  of  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Community  were  designed  for  countries  and  territories  that  were  numerous,  covered  vast 
are:ts  and  h:td  large  populations. The urangements  have  changed  little  since  1957  . 
. 
The  Conference  notes  that  there  are  today  only  20  OCTs  ana  that  they  are  extremely 
scattered _island  territories with a  total popul:uion  of approximately 900  000.  Moreover, most 
OCT's lag  far behind in  structural terms, a fact linked  to their particularly severe geographical 
and  economic  handicaps.  In  these  circumstances,  the  special  arrangements  for  association  as 
they· were conceived  in  1957 can no longer deal effectively with the challenges of ocr  devel-
opment. 
The Conference  solemnly  restates  that the  purpose of association  is  to promote the economic 
and  social  development  of  the  countries  and  territories  and  to  establish  close  economic 
relations  between  them  and  the  Community as  a  whole. 
The Conference invites  the Council, acting in  accordance with the provisions of Article  136 of 
the·  Tre:ay establishing  the European Community, to  review  the  association  arrangements  by 
February 2000,  with  the  fourfold  objective  of: 
- promoting the economic and social development of the OCTs more  effectively; 
- developing economic relations between the OCTs and the European Union; 
- t:lking greater account of the  diversity and specific  characteristics of the individual OCTs, 
including  aspects  relating to freedom of establishment; 
- ensuring that the effectiveness of the financial  instrument is  improved. O.a 
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Articl~ Bl 
nu: Member Stale~ al!ree IO  as~ociale with the Community the non-Euro-
pean C«lUntries and territuries which have  ~(l('cial rl"lal inns with Relgium. 
DenmarL:.•  Franre.  ll:tly.  the  Netherlands  and  the  United  Kingdum.•• 
1llese countries :md territnri,•s (hereinafler called the ···nuntries :md terri-
lorie~·l :1re  listed in Annt•x  IV  In this Tre:tly. 
The pu11x•~e uf :tssoci:lliun slmll he tu prnmclle the cc«mumie and sn.:i:1l de-
veiOJlmenl  nf the countries and territories and In est:tbli~h clu~e economic 
relatinns between thl"m  and the Cummunity as a whole. 
In acconlance with tht• principles sci out in the Preamhle In this Treaty, as-
sociation sh:lll serve primarily to fui1her the interests and pnlS(l('rity of  the 
inhahitants nf thc~f' countries and territories in order to lead them In the 
econnmi•·. s«x:ial and cnlturnl dewklpmentlu which they asrire. 
Artidt' IJ2 
Associatinn sh.1ll  ha\'e the following olljectivcs. 
I.  Mcmhc.-r States shall a(lflly to their trade with the countries and terri-
tories the s.1me treatnu:nl as they accord each other pursuant to this Treaty. 
• ~- ,.-a<. adJN ..,_ Aniclt 2 ctl dot  C"J~ttDbnol Trc ..  y. 
•• Finl ~- ~vtr« r,,.  ·n..np,~.  ·  .. .,. .......,....._,  h~'  1\ni.-1<'  2~U  I.AA OIUIRIJIIK ill lhC'  \Tr· 
llil!c> onoohio¥ r,.,., An.-1<"  I  .1  All AA IIKIIJU.IliK. 
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1. ~ 
!.  l:a&:h c:uun1ry •W ll.'rrilut)' !ohall  :lf'l'l~· In ib lr:kk will1 M.:tuM Sl:ttL'S 
uti with  the  utl~er coontric~o and  tcrrit111ic~ .  the  ~nil: treaUIICnt  as  that 
which it  aprli~ to tile &ln1J1Can State with whic:h is has special relations. 
.l.  1he Member St:tte!i  :o;h;~tl c:ontrillute lu the invl!!itmcnts  required for 
1111.'  l'fl~rcssi\"C dt!\'cii'J'IIICIII uf lhl.--sc  CIIIIRtrie~ and  tcrrittlfie~. 
-1.  Ftw inw~nll!nts lin.11k."t!d lly tht.· Cummunily. ranicir:•ti"n in tenders 
and  surrfi~  !iOhOIII be t'JlCft on t.~l  tenus to all  natur.d and  lc[!:~l rcn;oas 
whet arc natittnals uf a Mcnlbt."'" Stall.' or nf unc uf lhc  clluntric~ ancl terri-
turiC!iO. 
~- In rcl:tliuns beiW«tt Mcml>t.-r St:tiL"" :ttklthl.' o:uunlric~ :u1tllcrrituries 
the Tll!hf  uf ~t:!Ni~oht~t uf Q;ltinn.11S  alltl  L'llll'l  ...  "llliCS  l"lf lim\S  WIJ he 
rct!ulatcd in  ac:.:urdanc:c  with the  ttnwisiuns and t"ll"u.:o:dures  laid dtiWR in 
1hc OlaJIIn rl.'l:atinl! tuthc ri!!lll uf  est01blishm1.'nl anc.l lln a Rllll·tli!lt."Timina-
1111"~'  ba."i~o.  ~11hje.:t ''' an)' srcdal rr••\·isit•ns laid down rurw.ml tu Article 
IJC•. 
Artidr /.1.1 
1.  CW~bllnll duties '"' inlpll't." into the Menlbt:r States nr f.tlltds ori&i-
natinr, in the etlllntrics and ll.'rrituric:s shall lie C:IWJik:tely abulisht:d in COD-
funnily •ith the rn'lp"C5Sivc abulilion u(  CUsliiiiiS duties between Member 
St."llcs in accnnl:mcc wid1 lhc rnwisions of this treaty. 
!.  Customs  dulic,.  11n  in'I"Will  inti\  ca.:h  rounll)•  or  cerrit1try  from 
Member States Ill' fnun d'IC tllhcr L'OUntrie~ Ill" lt'Rituric5 wll be  JIR'~I& 
,.i\•dy ahulisht.·d  in ac:curd:mc:e with lhc rn•\·isit>ns t>f Ankles I!. 13,  14, 
I~ and  17. 
J.  The  Cl\untrit."5  anc.l  lerritorie!i  may.  htnllt'\"eJ.  IC\'Y  cu!ltORI!i  duties 
which n!Cd the 11Ccds of  their .tc,·clt'J'niL'Rt anc.l industriali1.ation liT JIRiducc 
rc\·enuc fur tlll.'ir "-•dt:cts. 
Jill 
Ann~x 2 
The dutiL'"!o rcft.'ITt."lllo in the pn"Ccdin[! 5Uftraraparh :o;hall Rn'Crthdclls he 
JIIUP'CUivcly reduced to the level of  those imposed an imp.llts gf pnlducts 
fR1111lhc Member Sl3lc with 'fhich each COUIIlry ar tcnilory has special rc-
lalions. 1"hc rerccna:.P and the limct:illc or diC rcdudians J1l1"idcd fur 
under this Treaty shall arrly tn the dirk-renee llttwcen thc duty imp.15Cd un 
a pruduct coming fnw the: Memhcr State which has special relalic"NIS wilh 
the  muntry  tw  tcrritury  c:uncl.'rncd  anti  thc  duty  imp-.sc:d  un  thc  sanw 
produc:t can•inl! from  within lhe Cummunity nn enlry irttu  ll~e imp.ll'tin[! 
country tW territory. 
4;  l'araJ!.rolfll• !  lih.1ll  nc>l  ar~•ly lu c:uuntriL"5  :tncl  ll'ITiltlliL•,;  wllic:lt.  l>y 
IQM>R uf Ilk• r;artio:ul:tr inlt'RIOIIitNI;tl  ultli~atitNI!o J>y  whidslhey ate I11Nitlll, 
already aJIJ'IY a nnn-tlisc:riminalltry custtllll5 tariff wl~~:n lhis 1'n:aay t'riiCfS 
...  ft>reC'. 
S.  The  iPIRt.JUCtit>n  O( Ill"  any  Chllllf.C'  in  eusltlfl15  duties  iRipnsctl  an 
JOOI)s in~  ink' &he ca!lnlricli and tcnitttrics !>halt 1101. either in law or 
ill fact.  t:i'"C  riloe to any dircct ur indirect dilo«iminaliclll bctwem  ill1fllll1~ 
from  tl~e \':uicllll' Member StalL'S. 
1\rtid~ /.14 
If  the Jcvcl of I  be dutirs :l(llllicaiiJc to f.tlltds from a lhird CIIIIRtry UR enlry 
i.to a country '"" territory is liahlr. when lhr.  rnwi,.ion.~ or Article I :.nt I) 
llaYc been applitd. to cause: dcflectiuns or trxlc to tlac  detriment o( any 
Mcmher Slate. the  lallt'r  111o1y  l't'qllt'!il  ll~e Cnmn1i55inn to J'RIIIII5t!  tel the 
ather Mctnht•r Slatt'lo Ilk'  IIIL":L~ures ~~«tied In n•n'IC'lly  1111: siht;llinn. 
Jll 
2. '-'\ 
tlrtida•  /.15 
Subject to the rrovi10ions relating to public health. public lOCCUrity or public 
policy. frtedom of nMJvcmcnl within Member States for workers from the 
countries  and  tcrritori6.  and  within  the  countries  and  territories  for 
wurkcrs fmm Member Slal6. shall he (:ttvcrnrd by agr«mentl' tn be con-
clutkt.l subsc:quenlly with the un.1nimuus 3(lf'l'tl\·al uf Member States  . 
.-\rtid·· l.lfl 
t=ur  :111  inilial p."f'iutl uf live years aflcr lhc cnlry inlu fun:e t•f this Trcaly. 
I he dctail10 of and rr•..:c:durc fur the: assudatiun uf the countrie5 and teni-
toric:,; with the Community shall be tklc:rminc:d by an Implementing Coo-
\'Cnlioll annexed lo lhis Treacy. 
UduR· 1~  CuR\'l."ltliun rd.:m...t lu in  lhl.•  llfl"\.'l."llirt~ !"lf:ll!r:tph  e:~.pil'l"S. the 
Ct>tUtcil  sh:lll. octint: unaninkMtsly.  lay duwrt prt•\·isiuns fur a  further pc:-
riutl. ull lhc basis of lhc cxperic:lk:c: :..:quirl"ll and uf 1he ('rilk:iplcs loCI  out 
irt  litis Tn•:tty. 
:\ rti.-1.- /Jticr• 
The provisions of Artitles Ill Itt  136 10hall ai'I'IY to Greenland. subject to 
lite ~me  pnwlsion10 fttr Greenland set tllll in the Prolncul "" special ar-
r:tngen~nts fur Greenland. annexed to this Trcaly. 
•  An><k *"IN"" An..:k ,\ ool 1ht 1~1.-1  Tru1~. 
Jl:! 
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3. ANNF:.X  II' 
OVERSEAS  COUi'fTRIES  AND lHUUIORIES 
111 "·hid1 till' pmri.,iom 11{ /'art II'  11{ thi.\  "/irat.~·  llf'f'~l·'·  ~-· 1 
French  \\"C!'I  AfriL-;t:  Scnel!al.  French  Sud:m.  French  GuinL·a.  IWll)' 
Co;t~l. l>o~homey.l\lauril;mia. Ni!;L"r ;md U(\pcr Voila:' 
Wll\lltiM.  SOll!o: 
''"•mtnd«l  ....  ....,,..,.I ,,j lhr t"•m•tnlion u( 1.1 Nn,...,....,.  l"f•~ aiiiC"nolm' lhr Trra11· r<tahlio.hin' lhr l·un•· 
pt'An  h·un  •  .mk· (  ummun··~-.  ct~II  .....  JI )......,/ ,., 1/w f""f'N" c;  .........  ,lf"\. Nu ·~·- I 0\.1U· 
"" 1--.a. r. ~~  141 and  • 
Artkk- _:-.a  1.:'1  nf  tht  ,\,,  nf  A.,-..'"'..i."'  U~ IIU.  tl~.  nk-.lifk'tl  lw  t\Jtidt"  1.l  u(  d~~t 
All  -\·\ m  ..  1111.  t•t.:.  · 
- lhr hut• ..  r 1.1  MM<h  I"""' amtnolon~ •ilh  rr~.ord '"  (;,ttnlanol.thr lrtJI;.. "'""'"hin' lht 
la..,...Jn t"o~nmun~on. ttlllicwl ).""""'  ·~·,lt..· '·"""""" (",_..,.,...,_ Nu I.~- ll·thrwfy 
l'llt~l. 
~ ("nufk.,l  tln.;..inn M  ~' I I·(· of .\U Junr '""" "'' thr - ..  ~""'-;;~liun ,.,.,..,. o\ft'l"3!1. ,·nunti'M"' ~oo 
k'n'ihtn4:'  •••h tht I ••,.,r:an  h."'Wlltmk" (  "~t~~~rnllnM\· ttl/lit'IIJ .h,.,.,J '"1M 1_.,,,.,..,,. (  ;.,,,.,.,.. 
an. Nt' I  I 74..  I Jul~ IWI\1 Otlllatn' ,a  IN ttl  ti\Cf'('.il~ ,,tUnlfK'Ir, alkl tnrih111C" lu whic.h lhr t•,ni. 
,...,, '"' r•.an  t·(U' nf lhr lrr~·~- .arf'l~-
' 11ot rr,,.;..;...,, u( I'.Mt r  ..... toltht lrr"'~ al'f'litd In S.orin•m. ~  •inur tolo S.ol'f'ltmt"nl;uv An nl 
IW  J.;inrot.>m  tol tht Ntthtrl•lkk '" ,...,.....,r  ~· "''""mm" uf  ,.,;r,..~;.  .... 1""''  I !otJ'ItmM 
1'111~ tn  lldul~ .,;~ 
•nw I"'""N."""' '"' r  ... ,  .  .,... "'1M'lK31~ M  Inn~  af'l"'~· ..  , ·~  (t'tUntrir. itlnd tnril~  v.hi  •  .-h 
b\1' ht'\."twnt in..ltrntdtnl 3.Pt1 •  he~  IUmf'\ IIUI~' h2i\;'~ hftn daOIPif'd. 
llot rtlotM..,. M•ttn tht l·••"f'r•n 1'..->mit  {"o>mmuu~·  and •"ftl•in Afric:on Sl;ll<"' an.l M•d•· 
poeM •rn lhr """'-"., ~lhr  ( ·nn'rnl""""ttf A"-"-li.'UIIinn 'iJ;Md al \'aPIIndC' nn ~lJul\· 11lb.l an•1 
!'I  Jut.·  '"""  l'ht rtiJt""" •••h ttnain Alric:on. I "arihht•n ontl  r.afat !ot31ts •nr ...,......,,  ....  ,,  ... ~~  . 
- lht  AI ·r-1 f.(· Cnn•mt"'" "' I••<  •  .i~.,..l  nn  ~I·~  1~7~ lfl/lio1tJI  J,.,.,.,,] nl llt..-
l.unf'IY'" C,,..,...,.,,.n. Nn t  :!~. ~·  bnu~- l'l'l"L •hich t'ftlrrt'1.1 inln ft•« on I Ami l'l'lh. 
- •ht ~"'"'' Acr-1 IT Cnn•mtinn .  ..;~td  a1  l.nrn<"" .11 0.1uhtr lOIN 1  0/1;,.,,] J,-11  ,., 1f.t' 
I.Wttf'l'd'l c·,.,..,..,..,.,.,,  Nn I. )oil.:!:! llr\.Ttnhcr IWIIL •htt.h C'ftkrf'tl iRitl ftWLt .... I J.lnii  .. U\. 
~..  . 
- lht lhord AI  I'·I·H" C"fOA•mtinn. <iptd oil-'"'~  llrn'mhtr l'illloiCOI/innl J,.,..J,ol IM 
I:un'f't'd• C ,..,_,.._  Nn I. lifo.  ~I Mon:h l'l!ot-1. ,.·hio:h mtntd intn fow<Y nn I ,_by l'llllo. 
~ 
l·n:ndt I:<JU.olc•ro.tl  Ali·i,·a: l\lid<lk l·un~··· l·h.m~o-\h.ut. l  h.od  .111.1  (i;t· 
hon:' 
Sotinl  l'icrre  ;md  1\.liquclon.!  1he  Comoro  Archipcl;lt:O.'  l\l;ubt:ascar' 
;mt.l  dc(\Cnt.lencil-s.•  French  Somalil;mt.l.'  New  Calc<lonia  and dc(\Cndcn-
ciL~. 1-rcndt Scnll:mcnb in Ot:eania.' S..•uthcm ;md AntotrL1ic lL-rritoriL-s:' 
·Jh,· ;outonnn"'"' lkpuhli,· nf  li•~··l.m.t:' 
lhe tn"t teni1c11~· of  I he Cnnernnn' under 1-rendt .llhnini,tratinn :' 
ll1c lklgi;m Congo and Ruanda-Urundi:' 
llu~ lru,ttcrritory ofS..m~;~likmd under Italian iidmini,tration:1 
Netherlands New  Guinc;~:' 
·ntc NcthL-rl;mt.ls Antilles:'" 
Angln-l'rcnch Cnn.Jnminium tlfthc New  llchritk,:' 
I:Umlltl.-\1.  NOTlS: 
• ~  h't11.1Uk111e  4 •N'I the Pt'  kMr> 1'-'ll"· 
:  II.L' ha."'OI1C' a hetKh ""CI'C'~ tlqyr1mC'nl. 
I  lhr rm"N-111' .... ran  i=tttW ul  tht  lrt'.lt~· ftll h"'~  a.,-,1"  ltl thi~ .•\rt"hi('C't..,  ••. l"\t"'tf'l r~  lhc'ltlri-
hwt.d  ,.-nii~L1iur" ,,( M.nultr •htdl lt.1"'  rnn.ullt"'\.. "" tht  h.;.~,,( mt.'T'4.".t.  .....  -,'Untnn ;n'td 1~ 
C<toft'  ft"-Jiftlllt .! M  dw J"'C'" kMK ,...,rl 
1  Nr•  no~mt· fkt.""''t'.K ltmlt11'\' t.t'l·ft'nch 1\•l\nt'ia. 
(kl."f"''C'.I"'  "·"'""''~· •tl'tht.• \\".llli"' .tn•l hlfun.t J,J.arkl .. 
N("Vo  n.lntC':  J·rn..,:h \e.NIIIfk,-n .tiki ·\nr  ... ,,..,,- l'-"'1'th~. 
~  ..  .,..  runtc.".  «  h.nv.1  .. t-.M1ntnt-o.  ,.,-,,~ .._,_, ..  ._"tluot '"Ilk' \.~h  ..  ,ldn,t  .. 
- ""'""  - tht ~rohtriJikJ, An1111 ... 
- 11-lft.urr.  - ,-..  ,...._ ...... 
- '-th.•. 
-- ~nil  •N~•••"'· 
- Siltt  ~LI.olf1C'n. 




A~\Odated Stall"'  in  the  Carihllc;m:  Antigua.  Dmninica.  firL·n;utt. 
Sl lcKi;t. S1  VicKent. St Chri,hlJlh<-r.  Nc\ i'. Anguillil :• 
llc11i'h  lluntlura,:' 
Cayman  t,l;uul,: 
Fal~land lsl;mds and lxpcndencie!':' 
Gilhcrt and ElliL-c  bland~:' 
(" entr.1l and S..luthem  Litle  1\land~  := 
British S..•l••mon  l~land~:' 
TurL~ and fai,  ... ~  l~l•m•k 
llriti~h \'ir!_!in  Island~: 
Mont,crrat: 
EllfmRI,\1  sons· 
1 Sft ((fll.llntlfr J un thr f1N yu~r ttl' lfu, .-\nnt\. 
! ~  trm((lnro.  arr  n.ll  1nduclnl  1n thr U\('1'\.("....,  &."nt.ntrirr.  <~lkl  knll•lfir,.. 1.'11\ftt•l  h"  (  nulk.ll 
l)faq.•n t'h  ~-' 1·1 (  ul ."-• Junr l"'l'b I'C'C' h11111kllr  ~ nn thr fiN  f'oi~C' .t~· th"' Annt\  1  · 
1 
1llr 1'"'\.;...111, n( r.-t h•w nftht  llt'itll~  rk1 ldft~tr :trrl~ U.tlhK lftf'lll~·. •htt..·h t'C'\_·;.uiH'  lftlk("L"ft-
cltnl on .1 I lltt·tmM I  'Ill~. 
• n.t  ;r."'(W.;3.1tw.l Sl.att"".. .a' ,3 l'l"'t\\itUIMidal pnur. n••lnnJ!n r,..,_._  Aft tiM- '"'""J'J'fk"nl ll"'nt•"'" la.nr 
hratmr •n..li-I'IC'rMirnt. t,,·rp ·\nrudla. ''' •hkh tlw- l"'t\ ,,..,.,.. ufl•  .• n 1 nw •• rhc  lu·o~t" ,,  .......... 
....~ 
'llot •itrtnolm<'t\ "'  tht hll.bnol ........... <han.,..J lhtil namt ... Sooth c;..wJ!i• ;ond lht S.~•h 
s-d•·tt..h hJ.an..h  ..... ~  n,,,~kf I  WI~ nn L"t"*-'flll' ..  , k'  d('rrndcnt."lt' ttfllk" l·all.l.and 1\.Lanc.l"' 
l'ilcaim: 
St Helena and Dependencies: 
The Seychelles:• 
Urilish Antarctic T  crritory; 
nritish Indian Occ;m Territory: 
Grc:cnlant.l.= 
r1M.tl  M  .. OR the liN  tMthK.-\n  ''·  4. ~ 
1~0  I'Jn h'llr 
PART FOUR 
ASSOCIATION  OF THE OVERSEAS  COUNTRIES  AND TERRITORIES 
Article  /Ill (ex  Anide  IJI) 
'llu•  Mcmhcr St.ltes  agree  to :tssoci:tte  with  the Community  the  non-Europe.tn  countries :tnd 
territories whi.:h  ha\·e speci:tl  relations with  Denmark, Fr:tnce, the  Netherlands and the United 
Kin~dom. ·n,ese countries :tnd  territories (hcrein:tfter called  the 'countries :tnd  territories') :tre 
li,rrtl  in  :\nncx  II to this  Tn•aty.  . 
"111l'  purpo~e of  .lS~ociation  ~ll:lll  be  to  promote  the  economic ;mJ  soci.tl  de\"dt>pmcnt  ,,f  the 
Ct>Untries  and  territories  and  to  est:tblish  close  economic  relations  bN~·et•n  them  and  the 
Community  :ts  a  whole. 
In  accnrdance with  the principles set out in  tlte  Pre:tmble to this Trraty, :tssoci:ttion  sh:tll  serve 
prim:~rily to funher the interests and prosperity of the  inh:~bitants of thcsr ,·ountries .1nd  trrri-
tori~s in  order to lrad  them  to the economic, social  and cultural dr\·rlopmem to ,.,-hich  ther 
asprrc. 
Artidc•  /.'i3  (ex  Artidt•  13~) 
:\~\lKiation  ~hall  ha\"t~  the  following  ohjt•t·tiws. 
(I) Mrmher  States  shall  apply  to  their  trade  with  the  countries  .tnd  terriwrirs  the  same 
trr:nment as they accord c:tch other pursu:tnt to this Tre-aty. 
(2)  E.lch  count~· or territo~· shall  :tppl~· to its  trade with  Member  St.ur~ anti  with thr other  . 
countries and territories the same tre:nment as  that which it  applies to the Europt'an State· 
with which is  has spct·ial  relations. 
(J) 'llte  ~tembcr St:ttes shall contribute It) the investments  rCIJUired  for the progreS,i\·e  dc\·el-
tlpment of these countries and territories. 
(-1)  hu inn·stments financed by the Community, panicipation in  tenders and supplies  sh.tll  be 
open on equal terms to all  natural anti  legal  persons \\"ho  arc n.uionals ,,( a  }.lemher State 
or nf one- of thr countries and territories. 
(S)  In  rebtions  between  Member  States  and  the countries  and  territories  the  right  of estab-
lidunent  of n;uionals  and  companies  or  firms  shall  bc  regulatt'd  in  at·cordant·e  with  the 
pnwisions and  proct'durcs laitl  down  in  dtt' Chapter relating to the  right of establishment 
and on a  non-discriminatory basis, subject to :my special provisions laid  do~·n pursuant to 
:\nicll'  1117. 
Artie/,•  /.'/4  (ex  t\nidt·  LU) 
r.  cu~llllll\  \lutit·~ '"' imptll"tS  inlll the  P.lt-mllt'r  Sl.lU'S of ~··uds  (lfiJ~IIl.lllllg  in  lite  rountries 
.rn.l  terrilllrit•s  ~11.111  bt·  prohibited  in  conformity  with  tlu·  prohihitinn  ,,j  custt>rm  duties 
'"""""'""  1\l,.ml.t•r  SUII'\  in  ,lt"l"nnl.tnn·  wi1h  rJ,..  pnl\"i\ion\  of 1l.i,  Tn'.ll\". 
TrrJI\" r•uloli•hin,; '''" I· Urt'f"·~n c  ..  nununin·  nnt~x 
2.  Cusaon~s duties on  in~rons into rach country or arrri1ory  from  Mrmh<-r  S1.11 
the  other  countries  or  territories  shall  be  prohibited  in  accordance  "11:ith  thr  p• 
Anide 15. 
J.  The countries and trrritorirs mar. however, ll'vy  t"UStoms  duties whidt mt'('l  rl 
thrir  dr\·clopmt'nt  an~ industrialisation  or produce  revenue  for  their budgrt\. 
ll1r  duties  rt•fc-rrC'd  tO  in  the  prt'CC'ding  suhpar:tgraph  mar  not  ext·red  thr  It'\• 
imposrd on impons of produns from  thr Member State- with whid1 ead1 cnumn 
has  ~pt'cial  rebtinm. 
4.  Paragraph l  shall not apply to countries and territories which, hy rt'ason of ,J,, 
intt'rnational obligations br which tht'y arr hound, already apply a  non-disnirni!t.H• · 
tariff. 
S.  The  introduction  of or any change  in  customs  duties  imposrd  on goods  imr 
thr countries and  territor~s shall  not, rither in  law or in fact, give rise to any tlin·n 
discrimination  bt'tWt'en  impons  from  the  various  Member Statt's. 
Article  ISS  (ex  Artidt'  IJ4) 
lfthe lc\·d of the duties applicable to goods from a  third country on rntry into ·' 
territOJ)'  is  liable-,  when the provisions of Anicle  III-I( I) have been applit'tl, to ,·au"· 
of tr.ade  to  the  detriment  of any  Member Statr,  the  Iauer  may  rrqurst  the  Ct•u 
propose to 1hlt'  othe-r  Membcr States  the  measure-s  ncedt'd  to rc-mt'dy  thr situ.ui•••• 
Artidr 186  (ex  Anidc  IJS) 
Suhjen to the prtwisions  relating to public  health, publit· set·urity or puhlit·  pulir~·. 
movemt'nt  within  Member States  for  workers  from  the countrirs and  tt'rriturit·'· 
thr ·countries  and  tt'rritories  for  workers  from  Member  States,  shall  ht•  ~:• • 
agreements to be concludrd subsequently with the- unanimous appro\·al of P.lt'mhn 
Artidr /Rl (ex  Anidr  IJ6) 
l"be  Council.  arting  unanimously,  shall,  on  tht'  basis  of the  expt'rience  at·quin·•l 
association of the coumrit's and terr-itorit's  with the Community :tnd of the priru·ipl  .. 
this  Trt'aty,  lay  do•·n  provisions  as  regards  the  detailed  rules  and  tht'  pron·tlu 
:ISSOt'iation  of thr countrit'S  and  tcrritorit'S  with  the  Community. 
Article  ISS (rx  t\nide  IJ6.1) 
,,,(.'  pnwisinn~  of  Artidt's  1~1  to  187  ~hall  apply  ((I  Grernbml,  \uhirct  ...  I 
prn\·i,ions  for  Gn·enland  \l't  out  in  tht'  Proton>l  on  ~pt't·ial  Mran~t'111<'nt\  f,, .. 
:umt'X<'d  to  1hi~ Trr.11y. lt>M  :\nl\t"'r'  AnnP.x  3  -------------------------------------------------------------
ANNEX II 
OVERSEAS  COUNTRIES  AND TERRITORIES 
to which  the  prowi\iOftS  or ran Four of the  Treaty ;wrlr 
- Grrc:nl.tnd. 
- Nc:,.,- C.Jit•tlt>ni.l  .111J  DrprnJrm·ir•. 
- Frrnd1  l't>l~·nc•i.t, 
- french Sout~m  .mJ :\nt.Jrctic Territorie-s, 
- W.allis  .1nJ  l:utun.J  bl.1nds, 
- Al.aroue, 
- Saint  J>irrrr  and  Miqutlon, 
-Aruba, 




- Sint  EuSl.atius, 
- Sint  M.uncn. 
-Anguilla, 
- U)"'llan  lsl.ands, 
- Falkl.and  Islands, 
- South Gcorgi.a  and the South S.and,·ich  lsl.1nds, 
Montserrat, 
Pitc.airn, 
- S.aint  l·ldcna and  OC'J't'ndrncirs, 
- British  Anuretic  Territo~·, 
~  - British  llklian O.:c.1n  Te-rrito~·, 
- Turlu .1nd  uicos lti.Jnds, 
- British  Virgin  Islands, 
- Bcrmud.t. -a 
FRENCH OCrs 
Territories  Population  Area  Density  GOP 
Hab  Km2  Hab1Km2  MioUS$ 
1998  1998  1998 
Mayotte  (1997)  (1997)  (1997) 
131.320  375  350,187  210,48 
New  (1995) 
Caledonia  203.672  19.060  10,686  3.303 
French  (1997)  (1997)  (1997) 
Polynesia  222.500  4.167  53,396  3.934 
St.Pierre and  (1997)  (1997)  (1996) 
Miquelon  6.695  242  27,665  74 
French  · 
Southern and  - 7.781  - -
Antarctic lands 
Wallis and  (1995) 
Futuna  14.166  274  51,7  28,7 
TOTAL 
578.353  31.899 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Factbook 1998 
Rapport Annuel- lnstib.rt cf Emission des ~partements  cf Outre-Mer 1997 
Rapport Annuel - lnstitut d' EmiSsion d' Outre-Mer 1997 
1 F CFP =  0,01003 USD -11/10198 
1 uso·= o.8436 euR  -16/12198 
1 FRF =  0,1714 USD- 16/02199 
Annex4 
GOP per  GOP per  GOP real  · GOP composition by sector 
capita  capita  growth  Agriculture  Industry  Services 
US$  EURO  rate%  •k  %  % 
(1997)  (1997)  NA  NA  NA  NA 
1.603  1.352 
(1995)  (1995)  (1996)  (1998)  (1998)  (1998) 
16.216  13.680  6  1,8  21,9  76,3 
(1997)  (1997)  (1997)  (1998)  (1998)  (1998) 
17.683  "14.917  6  7,8  11,1  81,1  . 
(1996)  (1996)  NA  NA  NA  NA 
11.000  9.276 
- - - - - - . 
(1995)  (1995)  NA  NA  NA  NA 




Territories  Inflation rate  Unemployment  Imports 
consumer price  rate  Mio US$ 
index  %  %  1997 
Mayotte  (1997)  (1997)  146,56 
2,1  42 
New  (1997)  (1997)  963,28 
Caledonia  2,1  17,1 
French  (1997)  (1997)  970,9 
Polynesia  1  17,7 
St.Pierre and  (1997)  (1996)  68,34 
Miquelon  4,7  11 
French 
Southern and  - - -
Antarctic lands 
Wallis and  (1998)  NA  32,58 
Futuna  1,4 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Factbook 1998 
Rapport Annuel-lnstitut d' Emission des Departements d' Outre-Mer 1997 
Rapport Annuel-lnstitut d' Emission d' Outre-Mer 1997 
1 F CFP = 0,01003 USD - 11/10/98 
Annex4 
Exports  Trade  External 
Mio US$  balance  debt 
1997  Mio US$  1997  Mio US$ 
3,57  -142,99  NA 
563,52  -399,76  NA 
232,65  -738,25  NA 
5,23  -63,11  NA 
- - -




Countries  Population  Area  Density  GOP 
Hab  Km2  Hab/Km2  Mio US$ 
1998  1998  1997 
Aruba  87.970  193  456  (1996) 
1.400 
Netherlands  211.093  960  219  (1997) 
Antilles  2.400 
TOTAL  299.063  1.153 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Factbook 1998 
Aruba Overseas Department of Economic Affairs, Commerce and Industry 
1 USD =  0.8436 EURO  -16/12198 
Countries  Inflation rate  Unemployment  Imports  Exports 
consumer price  rate  MioUS$  MioUS$ 
index  •k  % 
Aruba  (1996)  (1996)  (1996)  (1996) 
~.2  0,6  2.000  1.700 
Netherlands  (1997)  (1993)  (1993)  (1993) 
Antilles  3,6  13,4  1.800  1.300 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Fadbook 1998 
Aruba Overseas Department of Economic Affairs, Commerce and Industry 
Annex4 
GOP per  GOP per  GOP real  GOP composition by sector 
capita  US$  capita  EURO  growth  Agriculture  Industry  Services 
rate%  %  %  % 
(1996)  (1996)  (1996)  NA  NA  NA 
21.000  17.716  4 
(1997)  (1997)  (1997)  (1996)  (1996)  (1996) 
11.500  9.701  -1,3  1  15  84 
Trade  External 
balance  debt 
MioUS$  Mio US$  1995 
(1996)  669 
-300 





Territories  Population  Area  Density 
Hab  Km2  Hab/Km2 
1998  1998  1998 
Anguilla  11.147  91  122,494 
Cayman Islands  37.716  260  145,061 
Falkland Islands  2.805  12.173  0,23 
South Georgia and 
the South Sanwich  - 4.066  -
Islands 
British Virgin  18.705  150  124,7 
Islands 
Montserrat  4.500  102  44 
Pitcairn Islands  50  47  1,063 
Saint Helena  6.310  307  19,5 
and dependencies 
British Antarctic  0  - NA 
territory 
British Indian  - 60  -
Ocean territory 
Turks and  16.249  430  37,788 
Caicos Islands 
TOTAL  97.482  17.686 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Factbook 1998 
The Economist lnteligence Unit Country Profile 1997-98 
1 USD = 0.8436 EURO  -16/12198 






















GOP per  GOP per  GOP real  GOP composition by sector 
capita  capita  growth  0\gricutture  Industry  Services 
US$  EURO  rate%  .,.  %  % 
(1996)  (1996)  (1996)  NA  NA  NA 
7.200  6.074  3,4 
(1996)  (1996)  (1996)  (1994)  (1994)  (1994) 
23.800  20.078  5  1,4  3,2  95,4 
(1998)  (1998)  NA  NA  NA  NA 
21.324  17.295 
- - - - - -
(1996)  (1996)  (1996)  (1989)  (1989)  (1989) 
11.000  9.280  4,5  3  14  83 
(1996)  (1996)  (1996)  (1990)  (1990)  (1990) 
5.000  4.218  -20,2  4,8  18,4  76,8 
NA  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA 
. 
(1998)  (1998)  -3,2  NA  NA  NA 
4.261  '  3.599 
NA  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA 
- - - - - -
I 
(1996)  (1996)  (1996)  NA  NA  NA  I 





Territories  Inflation rate  Unemployment 
consumer price  rate 
index  %  % 
Anguilla  (1996)  (1992) 
3,6  7 
Cayman Islands  (1996)  (1992) 
2,1  7 
Falkland Islands  (1998)  NA 
2,5 
South Georgia and 
the South Sanwich  - -
Islands 
British Virgin  (1990)  (1995) 
Islands  2,5  3 
Montserrat  (1998)  (1998) 
5  6 
Pitcairn Islands  NA  NA 
Saint Helena  (1995)  (1995) 
and dependencies  0,6  14 
British Antarctic  NA  NA 
territory 
British Indian  - -
Ocean territory 
Turks and  (1994)  (1996) 
Calcos Islands  8  15 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Factbook 1998 






















Exports  Trade  External 
Mio US$  balance  debt  I 
Mio US$  MloUS$ 
(1996)  (1996)  (1996) 
1,8  -50,9  8,5 
(1995)  (199~)  (1986) 
3,4  -329,6  15 
(1998)  (1998)  NA 
56,1  21,4 
- - -
(1995)  (1995)  (1985) 
21,8  -103,2  4,5 
(1996)  (1996)  (1998) 
23,5  -17,3  11,8 
NA  NA  NA 
(1995)  (1995)  0 
0,3  -8,2 
NA  NA  NA 
- - -
(1994)  (1994)  (1996) 




Territory  Population 
Hab 
1998 
Greenland  56,076 
-~ 
Source: 
C.I.A. World Factbook 1998 
Gronland Statistik 
1 DKK = 0,1560 USD -11/10/98 
1 USD = 0.8436 EURO  - 16/12198 
Ter_ritory  Inflation rate 
consumer price 
index  % 
Greenland  0,6 
Source: 




Area  Density 
Km2  Hab1Km2 
1998  1998 
2,166,086  0,027 
Unemployment  Imports 
rate  MioUS$ 
%  1997  1997 
11,3  396,5 
Annex4 
GOP  GOP per  GOP per  GOP real  GOP composition by sector 
Mio US$  capita  US$  capita  EURO  growth  Agriculture  Industry  Services 
1997  1997  1997  rate%  1996  %  •k  % 
945  16.100  13.582  2,8  NA  NA  NA 
--
Exports  Trade  External 
Mio US$  balance  debt 
1997  Mio US$  1997  MioUS$ 1995 
302,1  -94,4  243 
6 OCT's  GOP per capita  % EC (1)  Annex 4 
USD  EURO  (96) 18.103=100  (97) 19.040=100 
Cayman  (1996)  (1996) 
Islands  23.800  20.078  110,9 
Arubl  (1996)  (1996) 
. 21.000  17.716  97,86 
Falkland  (1998)  (1998) 
Islands  21.324  17.988  94,47 
French  (1997)  (1997) 
Polynesia  17.683  14.917  78,35 
New  (1998)  (1998) 
Caledonia  16.216  13.680  71,85 
Greenland  (1997)  (1997) 
1,6.100  13.582  71,33 
British Virgin  (1996)  (1996) 
Isla  nels  11.000  9.280  51,26 
St.Pierre and  (1996)  (1996) 
Mlquelon  11.000  9.276  51,24 
Dutch  (1997)  (1997) 
Antilles  11.500  9.701  50,95 
Turks and  .  (1996)  (1996) 
Calcos  7.700  ·6.496  35,88 
Anguilla  (1996)  (1996) 
7.200  6.074  33,55 
Montserrat  (1996)  (1996) . 
5.000  4.218  23,3 
Saint Helena  (1998)  (1998) 
and dependencies  4.261  3.599  18,9 
Walll• and  (1995)  (1995) 
Futuna  2.02(.)  1.709  9,44 
Mayotte  (1997)  (1997) 
1.603  1.352  7,1 
South Georgia and 
the South Sandwich Islands  - - -
British Antarctic 
territory  NA  NA  NA 
British Indian 
Ocean territory  - - -
French Southern and 
Antarctic lands  - - -
Pitcairn 
NA  NA  NA 
UPR  GOP per capita·  % EC (2) 
EURO  1994.96  17.377 =100 
Canary  12.987  74,74 
Islands 
Madeira  9.342  56,76 
Martinique  9.031  51,97 
Azores  8.672  49,9 
Guiana  8.026  46,19 
Reunion  7.641  43,97 
Guadeloupe  6.699  38,55 
(1) OSCE /8/2  (2)0SCE/E/4 Annex V  Trade Statistics 
V.A  Classification of  OCT by decreasing drder of  Importance of 
Imports by the EU 
I 
V.B  Classification of  products by·decreaslng order of  Importance of 
imports by the EU from the OCT 
V.C  Imports by the EU of  the main products from the OCT(ranked In 
the same order as found In Annex I of  the OCT Decision) 
V.D  Imports by the EU of  the main products from the OCT (following 
the Combined Nomenclature) 
Source: EUROSTAT
1 
1 See EUROSTAT, E.ttel'lwltrade of  the European  U11i011 with the ACP countries a11d the OCTs 1992-
/996. Luxembourg, Office for official publications of  the European Communities, 1997. Unlike this 
1997 publication, Annex V below deals with the external trade fot the ·European Community of  twelve 
Member States (EC-/2) for the 1992-1994 period and the EC-/  S for 1995-1997. In addition, some 
errors contained in the  1997 publication have been corrected. 
J/' ~ 
"\-C 
Classement des PTOM par ordre d'importance decroissante des importations de I'UE 
(1000 ECU) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
463 Cayman Isles  53687  45837  178969  178282  461807  632988 
478  Nl Antilles  120941  127021  237921  325580  390843  312756 
406 Greenland  228682  187365  241120  212054,  232878  215117 
809  N. Caledonia  161195  144745  168799  188647  185387  188631 
461  Brit. Virgin Islands, Montserrat  3185  23510  34146  54916  93153  103173 
474 Aruba  13905  2264  19271  1n28  31675  53668 
529  Falkland Is.  5607  5472  10348  20433  37015  49432 
822  Fr.Polynesia  9428  14179  8896  19721  13225  35622 
408 S.Pierre,Miq  24616  977  15386  1867  6901  7680 
890 Polar Reg.  806  2880  15687  6107  11643  1612 
357  B.I.O.T.  117  2315  7855  10320  7167  6318 
454 Turks,Caicos  5487  2320  4550  5953  12898  1087 
3n Mayotte  2640  2273  3401  2101  2537  2734 
329 St. Helena  1158  745  1068  846  755  992 
811  Wallis,Futun  10SQ  1558  914  524  59  91 
446 Anguilla  1384  82  175  1746  282  371 
813  Pitcairn  7  35  38  265  78  102 




1000ECU  % 
258595  24,7 
252510  24,1 
219536  20,9 
172901  16,5 
52014  5,0 
23085  2,2 
21384  2,0 
16845  1,6 
9571  0,9 
6456  0,6 
5682  0,5 
5382  0,5 
2614  0,2 
927  0,1 
699  0,1 
673  0,1 
87  0,0 
1048963  100 AnnexeV:B 
Clas$cmcnt des produits par ordre cflmportancc ctecrolssa~to des Importations de I'UE en provenance des PTOM_ 
(1000ECU)  Moyenne tt92-ttt7 
.•  tt92  11!13  1et4  1995  11M  1!117  1010ECU '!1. 
&8903  YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PlAISANCE OU DE SPORT. BATEAUX A  7C197  77735  1721184  1905«  269492  • 400754  186418  17,8 
&7202  FERRO-At.LIAGES  "1091161  96374  122914  120581  119999  . 113313  113840  10,9 
&2710  HUILES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITUMINEUX (~UTRES  QUE LES HUILES BRUTES); PRE  96921  5:ZOC81  64850  125tll9  t36617  146014  103679  9.9 
&11802  AUTRES VEHICULES AERIENS, CONCUS POUR LA PROPULSION A MOTEUR -HEt.ICOPTERES, A  14225  7010  13872  8104  232713  307750  9n79  9,3 
&030613  CREVETTES. MEME DECORTIOUEES, CONGELEES. Y.C.LES CREVETTES NON DECORTIOUEE  102310  86970  77731  70927  112651  73950  82423  7,9 
&  160520  CREVETTES, PREPAREES OU CONSERVEES  11,.72  64156  102117  77582  91845  70133  111184  7,7 
&7102  DIAMANTS MEME TRAVAILLES, UAIS NON MONTES Nl SERTIS (A L  'EXCL. DES DIAMANTS NON  1014  1945  87174  112833  145788  99248  74667  7,1 
&  100630  RIZ SEMI-BLAHCHI OU BLANCHI, MEME POLl au  GlACE  6139  41939  96215  102292  135208  61495  73881  7,0 
&7501  MATTES DE NCKEL, SINTERS D'OXYDES DE NICKEL ET AUTRES PRODUITS INTERMEDIAIRES  40014  42134  39594  58483  58426  65025  50613  4,11 
&030420  FILETS DE POISSONS. CONGELES  410110  16247  34777  37979  33066  33906  32M2  3,1 
&8901  PAOUEBOTS. BATEAUX DE CROISIERES. TRANSBORDEURS, CARGOS, PENICHES ET BATEAUX  38810  5125  1395  4516  9556  26116  14253  1,4 
&030749  SEICHES 'SEPIA OFFICINALIS, ROSSIA UACROSOMA', SEPIOLES 'SEPIOLA SPP.', CALUARS ET  1756  1917  6894  12086  23016  23042  11452  1,1 
&030331  FLETANS 'REINHARDTIUS HIPPOGlOSSOIOES, HIPPOGLOSSUS HIPPOGLOSSUS. HIPPOGlOSS  3027  3888  7605  8075  11631  15741  8328  0,11 
&4703  PATES CHMIOUES DE BOIS, A LA SOUDE OU AU SULFATE (A L  'EXCL DES PATES A DISSOUOR  ~50  7520  110411  11111  6194  5871  0,6 
&030342  THONS A NAGEOIRES JAUNES 'THUNNUS ALBACARES', CONGELES  16  345  711  311  250l  23662  4440  0,4 
&2709  HUILES BRUTES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITUMINEUX  2803  8539  8907  6126  4396  0,4 
&  100640  RIZ EN BRISURES  933  4504  5550  101185  4106  4330  0,4 
&030729  COOUILLES SAINT-JACQUES au PEIGNES. PETONCLES au VANNEAUX, ET AUTRES COQUil.LA  3972  3104  5111  5144  2359  4056  39511  0,4 
&030799  MOLLUSQUES, COMESTISLES, MEME SEPARES DE LEUR COQUILLE, N.D.A., OURSINS, CONCO  749  77  637  3524  41175  13466  3888  0,4 
&1513  HUILES DE COCO fCOPRAHL DE PALMISTE OU DE BABASSU ET LEURS FRACTIONS, UEUE RA  2628  2317  1993  46711  5442  51113  31112  0,4 
&2713  COKE DE PETROLE, BITUUE DE PETROL£ ET AUTRES RESiauS DES HUILES DE PETROLE OU  1342  117119  9943  3346  0,3 
&  100620  RIZ DECORTIQUE IRIZ CARGO OU RIZ BRUNI  12246  996  754  1137  2472  0,2 
&5101  LAINES, NON CARDEES Nl PEIGNEES  •  \  1690  1673  1713  2581  2620  4406  2447  0.2 
&9015  INSTRUMENTS ET APPAREILS DE GEOOESIE, DE TOPOGRAPHIE, D'ARPENTAGE. DE NIVELLEU  825  617  3087  3492  4921  1074  2303  0,2 
&030343  USTAOS OU BONITES A VENTRE RAYE, CONGELES  11111  9  19  21170  10142  2204  0,2 
&11902  BATEAUX DE PECHE; NAVIRES.USINES ET AUTRES BATEAUX POUR LE TRAITEMENT ET LA Ml  11511  10727  116  493  2032  0,2 
&030490  CHAIR DE POISSONS (SAUF FILETS), UEUE HACHEE, CONGELEE  1!167  1110  1505  251111  2411  1440  1837  0,2 
&7101  PERLES FINES OU DE CULTURE, MEUE TRAVAILLEES OU ASSORTIES MAIS NON ENFILEES, Nl  341  797  465  1071  1553  «32  1443  0,1 
&8471  MACHINES AUTOMA  nOUES DE TRAITEMENT DE l 'INFORUA  TlON ET LEURS UNITES; LECTEUR  575  2412  1859  799  1485  1336  1411  0,1 
&3301  HUILES ESSENT1ELLES, DETERPENEES OU NON, Y.C. CELLES DITES 'CONCRETES' OIJ 'ABSOL  1611  1524  1729  9119  1213  1216  1380  0,1 
&030378  UERLUS 'MERLUCCIUS SPP., UROPHYCIS SPP.', CONGELES  1672  1010  1137  511  2567  1272  1361  0,1 
&0508  CORAIL ET MATIERES SIUILAIRES, BRUTS au SIMPLEUENT PREPARES. UAIS NON AUTREMEN  923  1301  1365  1639  1542  1277  1341  0,1 
&8411  TURBOREACTEURS, TURBOPROPULSEURS ET AUTRES TURBINES A GAZ  100  622  2933  855  3188  288  1331  0,1 
&030562  UORUES 'GADUS UORHUA, GADUS OGAC, GADUS MACROCEPHALUS', IHOUEMENT SALEES  7336  214  50  14  1269  0,1 
&9014  BOUSSOLES. Y COMPRIS LES COMPAS DE NAVIGATION; AUTRES INSTRUMENTS ET APPAREIL  116  673  1196  1046  1114  3379  1204  0,1 
&11803  PARTIES DES VEHICULES AERIENS ET SPATlAUX DES POSITIONS 11801  ET 11802, N.C.A  1147  695  1194  1016  1169  17M  1168  0,1 
&8517  APPAREII.S ELECTRIOUES POUR LA TELEPHONIE OU LA TELEGRAPHIE PAR Fll, Y COMPRIS L  6111  10115  915  10117  1113  1187  951  0,1 
&8703  VOITURES DE TauRISME ET ALITRES VEHICULES AUTOMOBILES PRINCIPALEUENT CONCUS  979  503  14110  1101  1100  742  934  0,1 
&170199  SUCRES DE CANNE OU DE BETTERAVE ET SACCHAROSE CHIMIQUEUENT P\,IR. A L'ETAT 90L  2  1  5505  9111  0,1 
&030379  POISSONS D'EAU DOUCE ET DE MER, COMESTIBLES, CONGELES (A L  'EXCL. DES SALMONIDES  "1074  780  613  602  1300  1011  897  0,1 
&8536  APPAREILLAGE POUR LA COUPURE. LE SECnONNEMENT, LA PROTECTION, LE BRANCHEMEN  74  51  65  276  2264  2512  874  0,1 
&8406  TURBINES A VAPEUR  2  2  4870  4  11  2  815  0,1 
&030621  LANGOUSTES 'PALINURUS SPP., PANUURUS SPP., JASUS SPP.', MEME DECORTIQUEES, VIVAN  2230  1429  8711  2113  4  804  0,1 
&2608  MINERAlS DE ZINC ET LEURS CONCENTRES  904  31135  790  0,1 
&8542  CIRCUITS INTEGRES ET MICRo-ASSEMBLAGES ELECTRONIOUES  3124  236  736  155  171  60  747  0,1 
&030520  FOIES, OEUFS ET LAITANCES DE POISSDNS. SECHES, FUMES, SALES OIJ EN SAUMURE  98  384  1100  969  1072  1027  725  0,1 
&030611  LANGOUSTES 'PALINURUS SPP., PANULIRUS SPP., JASUS SPP.', MEME DECORnOUEES. CONG  461  811  1240  1127  663  9  719  0,1 
&220830  WHISKIES  2110  180  112  152  1436  2086  708  0,1 
&9031  INSTRUMENTS, .APPAREILS ET MACHINES DE MESURE OU DE CONTROLE, NON DENOMUES N  428  752  1338  761  261  694  706  0,1 
&9701  TABLEAUX (PAR EXEMPLE, PEINTURES A L  1-IUILE, AQUARELLES ET PASTELS) ET DESSINS, FA  795  79  2487  45  144  457  6611  0.1 
&030530.  FILETS DE POISSONS, SECHES. SALES OU EN SAUMURE, UAIS NON FUMES  634  160  26  45  22  2674  594  0,1 




11000ECU)  Uoyenne 1H2·1997 
1H2  1193  1994  1915  1991  1997 1000 ECU Yo 
&11501  MOTEURS ET MACHINES GENERA  TRICES, ELECTRIQUES lA L  'EXCLUSION DES GROUPES ELE  106  4112  321  1115  511  1913  5a6  0,1 
&090500  VANILLE  896  421  721  571  384  •  5111  sas  0,1 
&030549  POISSONS FUMES, Y.C. LES FILETS lA L  'EXCL DES HARENGS ET DES SAUMONS OU PACIFIOU  1  II  1  9  3352  562  0,1 
&11525  APPAREILS D'EMISSION POUR LA RADIOTELEPHONIE. LA RADIOTELEGRAPHIE, LA RADIODIFF  334  378  722  783  529  475  537  0,1 
Tolal des produils repris  590673  451376  730913  1105197  1171216  1160966  1118390  78,0 




Clnslf~Qtlon  of  pnlducts of decre•Jno otder of...,..,._  of  impoots by the EU from the OCT 
1903 YACHTS NIIJ 0Tl£R  VESSELS FOR PLEASURE OR SPORTS; ROWING BOATS AHO CANOES 
7202 fERR(),AU()YS  . 
PETROLEUM OILS AND OI.S 08TAJNE1) FROU IIITt-..WS  MINERALS (EXCL CRUDE); PREPARATIONS CONTAINNJ ,..  70"  flY 
WEIGHT M PETROL£UM OI.S OR OF OI.S OBTAINED FROM BITUMINOUS MINERALS. THESE OILS BEING THE BASIC 
2710 COHSTlT\JENTS M  THE PREPARATIONS N.E.S. 
POWERED AIRCRAFT -E.G. HEliCOPTERS NIIJ AEROPlANE$-; SPACECRAFT -INCL. SATELLITE$- AND SPACECRAFT LAUNCH 
8802  VEHICLES 
FROZEN SHRWS AND PRA\'VNS, YtMETHER IN SHELL OR NOT. INCL. SHRINPS AHO PRA\'VNS IN SHELL, COOICED BY STEAMING 
!)30613  OR flY IIOLING IN WATER 
1110520 SHRIMPS NIIJ PRAWNS, PREPARED OR PRESERVED 
OJAMOtC)S, WHETHER OR NOT WORKED. BUT NOT MOUNTED OR SET (EXCL UNMOUNTED STONES FOR PICK..tJP STYLUSES, 
WORKED STONES, SUITABLE FOR USE A.."' PARTS OF METERS. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS OR OTHER ARTICLES OF CHAPTER 
7102  90) 
100630 SE......U.EO OR WHOLLY MUEO RICE 
7501  NICKEL MATTES, NICKEL OXIDE SIHTERS 'AND OTHER INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS OF NICKEL METALLURGY: 
030420  FROZEN FISH FUETS 
CRUISE SHI"S, EXCURSION BOATS. FERRY-OC'ATS, CARGO SHIPS, BARGES AND SMI..AR VESSELS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
11901  PERSONS OR GOOOS 
CUTTLEFISH 'SEPIA OF'FlCINALIS, ROSSIA W.CROSOMA. SEPIOI.A SPP.' AND SQUID 'OMMASTREPHES SPP.,LOUGO SPP., 
030749 NOTOTOOARUS SPP .• SEPIOTEUTHIS SPP.', FROZEN. OREO, SAL TEO OR IN BRINE, WITH OR WITHOUT SHELL 
030331  fROZ£N LESSER OR GREENIJ\NO HALIIUT, ATLANTIC HALIIUT AND PACIFIC HALIIUT 
. 4703 CHEMICAL WOOD PULP, SOOA OR SULPHATE (EXCL. DISSOLVING GRADES) 
030342  FROZEN YELLOWFIN TUNAS 
2709 PETROLEUM OI.S NIIJ OI.S OBTAINED FROM BITUMINOUS MINERALS, CRUDE 
100640 BROKEN RICE 
SCALLOPS, INCL. QUEEN SCALLOPS, OF THE GENERA PECTEN. CHLAMYS OR PUICOPECTEN, 'FROZEN, OREO, SAL TED OR W 
030729 BRINE, WITH OR WITHOUT SHELL 
lotOU.USCS, FIT FOR HUMAN CONS1.M"10N, WITH OR WITHOUT SHELL, FROZEN, ORED, SAL  TEO OR W BRWE. N.E.S., INCL. 
SEA URCtiHS, SEA CLICUMBERS NIIJ C·THER AQUATIC WVERTEBRATES OTHER THAN CRUSTACEANS; FLOURS, MEALS AND 
030799 PELLETS OF AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES OTHER THAN CRUSTACEANS, FIT FOR HUMAN CONSI.M'TIOH (EXCL CHUEO) 
COCONUT 'COPRA', PALM KERNEL OR BAIIASSU OIL AND FRACTIONS THEREOF, YtMETHER OR NOT REFINED, BUT NOT 
1513 CHEMICALLY MODFEO 
PETROLEUM COKE. PETROLEUM BITUMEN AND OTHER RESIDUES OF PETROLELN OIL OR OF 01. OBTAINED fftOM 
2713  BIT\JaoWOJS ...eRALS N.E.S. 
100620 HUSKED OR BROWN RICE 
5101  WOOl. NEITHER CARDED NOR CC'MIIEO (EXCL COTTON) 
INSTRUMENTS NIIJ APPLIANCES USED IN GEODESY, TOPOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAMUETRICAL SURVEYING, HYDROGRAPHY, 
9015 OCEANOGRAPHY, HYDROLOGY  METEOROLOGY OR GEOPHYSICS (EXCL COMPASSES); RAHGEFINOERS 
030343 FAOZEN SICPJACK OR STRIPE-"JEWEE BONITO 
FISHNJ \IESSELS; FACTORY £.tiPS AND OTHER VESSELS FOR PROCESSING OR PRESEIMNC FISHERY PRODUCTS (EXCL 
11902  FISHNJ BC».TS FOR SPORT)  • 
030490 FROZEN FISH MEAT, WHEWER OR NOT MWCEO (EXCL. FI.LETS) 
PEARLS, NA1\JRAL OR CUL "'\JREO, WHETHER OR NOT WORKED OR GRADED, BUT NOT STRUNG, MOUNTED OR SET, 
UNGRAOEO PEARLS, NATl'RAL OR CUL  lURED, TEMPORARI. Y STALING FOR CONVENIENCE OF TRANSPORT (EXCL IMITATIONS 
7101  OF NA1\JRAL PEARLS AND MOTHER.QF-4'EARL) 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING MAC!iH:S  AND UNITS THEREOF; MAGNETIC OR OPTICAL READERS, MACHINES FOR 
11471  TRANSCRIIING OATA 01«0 OATA MEDIA IN COOED FORM AND MACHINES FOR PROCESSit~  SUCH DATA N.E.S. 
ESSENTIAL OILS, WHEllER OR NOT TERPENELESS, INCL. CONCRETES AND ABSOLUTES: RESINOIOS; CONCENTRATES M 
ESSENTIAL OI.S IN FII.TS, FIXED OILS. WAXES OR THE LIKE. OBTAINED flY ENFLEURAGE OR MACERATION; TERPENIC riY-
3301  PRODUCTS OF ESSENTIAL OI.S; AOUEOUS OISTI.LATES AND AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF ESSENTIAL OI.S 
0303711 FROZEN HAKE 'MERWCCIUS SPP., UROPHYCIS SPP.' 
CORAL AND Slla.AR MATERIALS, SHELLS M  lotOU.USCS, CRUSTACEANS OR ECHINODERMS, cum.E-IIONE. POWDER NIIJ 
05011 WASTE THEREOF, UNWORICED OR SM'LY  PREPARED BUT NOT OTHERWISE WORKED OR CUT TO SHAPE 




0305G2 COO "GADUS MORHUA. GADUS OGAC. GADUS MACROCEPHALUS", SALTED OR IN BRINE DNL  Y (EXCL. FUETSI 
DIRECTION FINDING COirASSES; OTHER NAVIGAllONH. INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES lfXCL. RADIO NAVIGATIONAL 
9014  EOUAotENT) 
11803  PARTS OF AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT OF HEADI'fG NO 111101  OR 118112. N.E.S. 
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR LINE TELEPHONY OR LINE TELEGRAPHY,INCLUDING SUCH APPARATUS FOR CARRIER-
11517  CURRENT LINE SYSTEMS 
MOTOR CARS AND OTHER MOTOR VE!JCLES PRINCI'ALL  Y DESIGNED FOR THE TRANSPORT OF PERSONS, INCLUDING 
11703  STATION \W.GONS AND RACING CARS lfXCL MOTOR VEHIClES OF HEADING NO 11702) 
CANE OR BEET SUGAR AND CHE..c:AU  Y PUR£ SUCROSE. IN SOLID FORM IEXCL CANE AND BEET suGAR CONT.u.IG  ADDED 
170199 FLAVOURING OR COLOURING AND fWN SUGAR) 
FROZEN FRESHWATER AND SALTWATER FISH (EXCL SALMONIDAE. FLAT FISH. T\JNAS, SlOP  .JACK OR STRPE.aEL\.ED BONITO, 
HERRINGS, COO, SARDINES, SAA01NEU.A. BRISLING OR SPRATS, HADDOCK. C(W.ASH, MACICEREL, DOGFISH AND OTHER 
030379 SHARKS, EELS, SEA BASS AND HAKE) 
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR SWITCHING OR PROTECTING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS, OR FOR MAKING CONNECTIONS TO OR IN 
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS .fOR  EXAMPLE, SWITCHES, RELAYS, FUSES, SURGE SUPPRESSORS. PLUGS, SOCICETS. lAW-
HOlDERS AND JUNCTION BOXES- FOR A VOLTAGE •< 1 000 V (EXCL CONTROL DESKS, CABINETS. PANELS ETC. OF HEADING 
11536 NO 8537) 
11406 STEAM 1\JRBINES AND OTHER VAPOUR TURIIINES 
ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA CRAWFISH, IMETHER IN SHELL OR NOT, INCL IN SHELL. COOKED BY STEAMING OR BY 
0311621  BOILING IN WATER (EXCL. FROZEN) 
26011  ZINC ORES AND COHCENTRATES 
11542  ELECTRCINC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND UICROASSEMIILES 
030520 FISH UIIERS AND ROES, ORED, SMOkED, SAL  TED OR IN BRINE 
FROZEN ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA CRAWFISH, VIIHETHER IN SHEU OR NOT, INCL. ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA 
030611  CRAWFISH IN SHELL. COOKED OY STEAMING OR BY OOI.ING IN WATER 
2201130 WHISKES 
MEASURING OR CHECKING INSTRUMENTS, APPLIANCES AND ~S  NOT ELSEWHERE SPECFED IN CHAPTER 90; 
9031  PROFLE PROJECTORS 
PAINDIGS, E.G. 01. PAINTINGS. WATERCOLOURS AND PASTELS. AND ORAWINGS EXECUTED ENTIRELY BY HAND (EXCL 
TECtMCAI. DRAWINGS AND THE LIKE OF lEADING 41011. AND HAND-I'AINTED OR HAND-DECORATED MANUFACTURED 
9701  ARTICLES); COLLAGES AND UAAR  DECORATIIIE PLAQd:S 
030530 FISH Fl.l.ET'S, DRIED, SAL  TED OR IN BRINE. NOT SMOI<EO 
OSCII  OSCOfi£S. SPECTRUM NW.YSEAS AND OTHER JNSTRUUEHrS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING OR CHECKING 
El.ECTAICAI. OUANmiES; INI1'RUMENtS NIO APPARATUS FOR MEASURING OR DETEC11NG ALPHA, BETA. GMIMA. X-RAYS. 
1030 COSioC OR OTHER IONIZING RADIATIONS 
1501  ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS (EXCLGENERATING SETS) 
0905QO VANI.LA 
030549 SMOI<EO FISH. INCL FI.LETS lfXCL. PACFIC SALMON, ATLANTIC SAUotON, DANUBE SALMON AND HERRINGS) 
TRANSMISSION APPARATUS FOR RADIO-TELEPHONY, RADIO-TELEGRAPHY. RADIC).IIR()ADC  OR TEI.EVISION,IMETHER 
OR NOT INCORPORATING RECEPTION APPARATUS OF SOUND RECORDING OR REPROOUCIIG APPARATUS; TELEVISION 
11525  CAMERAS (EXCL CAMCORDERS CAPAIILE OF RECORDING TB..EVISION PROGRAI&IES USING AN EXTERNAL VIDEO TUNER) 
2/2 ~ 
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Importations de I'UE des principaux produits en provenance du GROENLAND (406) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 ~g  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 
160520 CREVETTES. PREPAREES OU CONSERVEES  12838  81472  9633  64156  16933  102117  12119  77582  13439  91645  11646  70133 
030613  CREVETTES, MEME DECORTIQUEES. CONGELEES, Y.C.L  29042  100488  25602  85273  27661  75622  22969  68219  25916  80898  24183  70662 
030420  FILETS DE POISSONS. CONGELES  6596  25047  4236  15345  9509  33660  9302  36473  7572  30586  8083  32732 
030331  FLETANS 'REINHARDTIUS HIPPOGLOSSOIDES, HIPPOGLO  1204  2989  1505  3888  2819  7605  2658  8075  3582  11620  4988  15741 
030729  COOUILLES SAINT-JACQUES OU PEIGNES, PETONCLES 0  397  3972  411  3104  523  5111  555  5144  341  2357  494  4056 
030490  CHAIR DE POISSONS (SAUF FILETS), MEME HACHEE, CO  293  628  152  1075  380  1505  457  2588  270  2408  173  1404 
030549  POISSONS FUMES, Y.C.LES FILETS (A L'EXCL. DES HARE  0  0  2  7  0  0  0  0  1  8  321  3352 
030530 FILETS DE POISSONS, SECHES. SALES OU EN SAUMURE  264  631  81  156  12  22  2  45  1  22  943  2674 
Total des produits repris  215228  .  173004  225641  198126  219544  200754 
Pourcentage sur le total des importations  94,1  92,3  93,6  93,4  94,3  93,3 
Total des importalions  228682  187365  241120  212054  232878  215117 













Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance de NOUVELLE CALEDONIE (809) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 t:g  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 ~g  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
7202 FERRO-ALLIAGES  61092  109861  53686  96374  73102  122914  65505  120581  70802  119999  65262  113221 
7501  MATTES DE NICKEL, SINTERS D'OXYDES DE NICKEL ETA  10143  40014  1~  42134  13923  39594  14285  58483  14280  58426  15618  65025 
030613 CREVETIES, MEME DECORTIOUEES. CONGELEES, Y.C. L  188  1737  93  839  221  1966  303  2708  208  1754  350  3289 
0508 CORAIL ET MATIERES SIMILAIRES, BRUTS OU SIMPLEME  185  880  236  1087  257  12E6  235  1371  214  1279  131  704 
8802 AUTRES VEHICULES AERIENS, CONCUS POUR LA PROPU  12  5136  1  43  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  25 
8419 APPAREILS ET DISPOSmFS MEME CHAUFFES ELECTRIQ  1  19  1  4  0  1  0  5  0  0  108  917 
8501  MOTEURS ET MACHINES GENERA  TRICES, ELECTRIQUES  0  28  5  91  1  . 12  0  7  0  39  6  1359 
8503 PARTIES RECONNAISSABLES COMME ETANT EXCLUSIVE  22  569  22  583  6  379  0  4  0  1  0  6 
.. 
Total des produits repris  158243  141155  166131  183159  181497  184546 
Pourcentage sur le total des importations  98,2  97,5  98,4  97,1  97,9  97,8 
Total des importations  161195  144745  168799  188647  185387  188631 
("} le code 2709 repris dans Ia pubiication y ctait par errour 
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Importations par I'UE des prit:~cipaux produits en provenance de POLYNESIE FRANCAISE (822) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU. 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
1513 HUILES DE COCO [COPRAHJ, DE PALMISTE OU DE BABAS  5169  2628  5081  2317  2824  1989  7207  4602  8074  5442  8413  5813  22,6 
111102  AUTRES VEHICULES AERIENS, CONCUS POUR LA PROPU  2  1868  12  5511  0  0  21  8104  0  0  12  4830  20,1 
2710  HUILES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITlJMINEUX (AU  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  58232  12635  12,5 
7101  PERLES FINES OU DE CULTURE, MEME TRAVAILLEES OU  0  341  0  797  0  458  0  1068  0  1552  IJ  4429  8,6 
9014  BOUSSOLES, Y COMPRIS LES COMPAS DE NAVIGATION;  0  49  .  0  589  0  780  0  801  0  723  0  499  3,4 
8803  PARTIES DES VEHICULES AERIENS ET SPATIAUX DES PO  1  685  0  185  0  626  0  328  28  489  2  1064  3,3 
3304  PROOUITS DE BEAUTE OU DE MAQUILLAGE PREPARES E  73  388  89  476  134  707  168  951  50  366  32  157  3,0 
8471  MACHINES AUTOMATIQUES DE TRAITEMENT DEL  1NFOR  0  40  2  551  0  84  0  112  0  110  0  117  1,0 
8703  VOITURES DE TOURISME ET AUTRES VEHICULES AUTOM  53  370  18  78  22  132  3  19  8  51  14  94  0,7 
Total des produils repris  6370  10504  4n6  15984  8733  29837 
Pcucentage sur le total des Importations  67,6  74,1  53,7  81,0  66,0  83,2  75,2 
Total des Importations  9428  14179  8896  19721  13225  35622  100 
3 ~ 
:1\ 
Importations par fUE des princlpaux prodults en provenance des REGIONS POLAIRES (1!0) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 J(g  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
9015 INSTRUMENTS ET APPAREILS DE GEODESIE, DE TOPOG  1  62  0  7  14  2618  36  3142  29  3204  1  372 
2709 HUILES BRUTES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITUMIN  0.  0  0  0  76381  8539  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2608 MINERAlS DE ZINC ET LEURS CONCENTRES  0  0  5390  904  0  0  0  0  19652  3835  0  0 
2601  MINERAlS DE FER ET LEURS CONCENTRES, Y.C. LES PYR  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  109430  2141  0  0 
8471  MACHIJES AUTOMATIQUES DE TRAITEMENT DEL  1NFOR  1  62  0  0  1  526  0  138  0  84  0  45 
030420 FILETS DE POISSONS, CONGELES  0  0  0  0  138  497  0  0  52  191  0  0 
9031  INSTRUMENTS, APPAREILS ET MACHINES DE MESURE 0  0  0  0  0  0  130  1  502  0  40  0  10 
6203 COSTUMES OU COMPLETS, ENSEMBLES. VESTONS, PAN  0  0  0  o.  0  4  8  640  0  0  0  0 
2204  VINS DE RAISINS FRAIS, Y.C. LES VINS ENRIOIS EN ALC  255  230  116  130  7  9  15  24  153  140  30  32 
8529 PARTIES RECONNAISSABLES COMME ETANT EXQ.USIVE  0  0  0  0  1  215  1  209  0  51  0  0 
9030 OSCILLOSCOPES. ANAL YSEURS DE SPECTRE ET AUTRE  0  0  0  38  0  130  0  149  1  111  0  42 
160411  PREPARATIONS ET CONSERVES DE SAUMONS ENnERS  0  0  0  0  71  472  0  o.  0  0  0  0 
7106 OR, Y  .C. l 'OR PLATINE, SOUS FORMES BRUTES OU Ml-0  0  21  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  309  0  0 
8517 APPAREILS ELECTR!QUES POUR LA TELEPHONIE OU LA  0  0  0  2  0  0  0  2  0  26  1  150 
8526 APPAREILS DE RAOIOOETECTION ET DE RADIOSONlAGE  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  51  0  32  0  91 
6211  SURVETEMENTS DE SPORT 'TRAININGS', COMBltWSONS  0  0  0  0  1  36  0  4  2  39  2  51 
8704 VEHICUI.ES AUTOMOBILES POUR LE TRANSPORT DE MA  16  98  0  0  8  14  0  0  0  0  0  0 
8522 PARnES ET ACCESSOIRES DES APPAREILS D'ENREGIST  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  100 
8542 CIRCUITS INTEGRES ET MICRQ.ASSEMetAGES ELECTRO  0  0  0  as  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0 
8716 REMOROUES ET SEMI-REMORQUES POlR TOUS VEHICU  7  59  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  14 
080300 ·BANANES, Y.C, LES PLANTAINS,~  OU secHES  0  0  205  70  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
4412 BQIS CONTRE-PLAQUES, BOIS PLAQUES ET BOIS STAAT  0  0  94  57  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
8701  TRACTEURS A l 'EXCLUSION DES CHARIOTS-TRACTEURS  1  49  0  0  0  a·  0  0  0  0  0  0 
TCIUI des produits reprls  581  1295  13285  41111  10253  SIOI 
Pourcentage swle  total des impoltallons  72,1  45,0  au  79,6  18,1  58,4 






























Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des ILES WALUS ET FUTUNA (811) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000'Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
6204 COSTUMES TAILLEURS, ENSEMBLES, VESTES, ROBES, J  3  209  16  799  10  582  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6206 CHEMISIERS, BLOUSES, BLOUSE5-CHEMISIERS ET CHEM  3  219  5  331  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6202 MANTEAU)(, IMPERMEABLES. CABANS, CAPES, ANORAKS  5  144  0  14  0  0  11  63  1  40  0  0 
4203 VETEMENTS ET ACCESSOIRES DU VETEMENT, EN CUIR N  0  0  2  21  0  0  8  206  0  0  0  0 
8901  PAQUEBOTS, BATEAUX DE CROISIERES, iRANSBORDEU  0  0  757  205  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
8502 GROUPES ELECTROGENES ET CONVERTISSEURS ROTA  22  191  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6203 COSTUMES OU COMPLETS, ENSEMBLES, VESTONS, PAN  1  93  6  46  1  18  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6209 VETEMENTS ET ACCESSOIRES DU VETEMENT, DE MATIE  47  112  0  0  0  0  6  3  0  0  0  0 
6211  SURVETEMENTS DE SPORT 'TRAININGS', COMBINAISONS  0  0  0  0  2  26  10  60  0  0  0  0 
2516 GRANIT, PORPHYRE, BASALTE, GRES ET AUTRES PIERR  0  0  216  83  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6201  MANTEAUX, CABANS, CAPES. ANORAKS, BLOUSONS ETA  1  36  0  7  3  36  0  0  0  0  o·  0 
6109 T-SHIRTS ET MAIUOTS DE CORPS, EN BONNETERIE  0  0  0  0  1  72  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6210 VETEMENTS EN FEUTRES OU NON-TISSES, MEME IMPRE  0  0  3  31  3  37  0  0  0  0  0  0 
3926 OlNRAGES EN MATIERES PLASTIQUES ET OUVRAGES E  0  0  0  0  11  65  0  0  0  0  0  0 
70519 LAITUES 'l..ACTUCA SATIVA', A L'ETAT FRAIS OU REFRIGE  0  0  0  0  0  0  96  64  0  0  0  0 
8525 APPAREILS D'EMISSION POUR LA RADIOTELEpHONIE, LA  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  49  0  0  0  0 
508 CORAIL ET MATIERES SiMILAIRES, BRUTS OU SIMPLEME  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0-.  0  0  5  34 
4109 CUIRS ET PEAUX VERNIS OU PLAQUES; CUIRS ET PEAUX  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  26 
8458  TOURS TRAVAILLANT PAR ENLEVEMENT DE METAL  0  '  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  6  25 
8409 PARTIES RECONNAISSABLES COMME ETANT EXCLUSIVE  0  0  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  5 
Total des produls repris  1003  1539  836  444  40  90 
Pourcentage s...-le total des importations  95,6  98,7  91,5  84,7  67,0  99,1 



























Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance de MAYOTTE (377) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
'1000 Kg  1000 Ecu'10oo Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1  000 'j(.g  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
3301  HUILES ESSENTIELLES, DETERPENEES OU NON, Y.C. CE  29  1473  20  1421  22  1581  12  875  20  972  14  918 
090500 VANILLE  13  730  3  151  5  277  2  118  2  102  2  111 
8525 APPAREILS D'EMISSION POUR LA RADIOTELEPHONIE, LA  0  25  0  30  0  371  0  143  0  51  0  3 
090610 CANNELLE ET FLEURS DE CANNELIER, NON BROYEES N  47  75  83  137  64  114  75  133  22  37  9  12 
9007 CAMERAS ET PROJECTEURS CINEMATOGRAPHIQUES, M  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  3  399 
8507 ACCUMULATEURS ELECTRIOUES, Y COMPRIS LEURS SE  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  9  380 
8504 TRANSFORMATEURS ELECTRIQUES, CONVERllSSEURS  0  2  1  5  1  44  12  258  0  0  0  6 
8532 CONDENSATEURS ELECTRIQUES, FIXES, VARIABLES OU  0  4  0  0  2  299  0  0  0  0  0  0 
6211  SURVETEMENTS DE SPORT 'TRAININGS', COMBINAISONS  0  0  0  0  6  70  1  13  13  155  0  0 
2917 ACIDES POL  YCARBOXYLIQUES, LEURS ANHYDRIDES, HA  0  0  0  0  0  0  243  230  0  0  0  0 
8903  YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PL  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  0  7  218 
6301  COlNERTURES EN TOUS TYPES DE MATIERES TEXTILES  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  16  207  0  0 
8703 VOITURES DE TOURISME ET AUTRES VEHICULES AUTOM  7  61  3  12  3  14  2  11  3  20  2  8 
020230 VIANDES DESOSSEES DE BOvtNS, CONGELEES  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  96  125  0  0 
090240 THE NOIR (FERMENTE) ET THE PARTIELLEMENT FERMEN  0  0  0  0  99  121  0  0  0  0  0  0 
7007 VERRE DE SECURITE TREMPE ET VERRE DE SECURITE F  0  0  29  111  1  6  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2701  HOUILLES; BRIQUETTES, BOULETS ET COMBUSTIBLES S  1753  n  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2203 BIERES DE MALT  0  0  147  74  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
090111  CAFE, NON TORREFIE, NON DECJ\FEINE  0  0  0  0  15  16  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Total des produils repris  2451  1941  2916  1783  1669  2055 
Poun:enlage swle total des importations  92,8  85,4  85,7  84,9  65,8  75,2 


























Importations p•r rue des princiPJu• produits '"  provenance dt  SAINT  -PIERRE; ET MJQI,I~LON (All) 
1~  ,.  ...  1985  1$116  1997 
1600-~  1CIPO ECU 11)00 ~ 1000 E~  1000 Kg  1000 fCU 1088 Kg  9000 ECU 1000 Kg.  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 EC!J 
2710 HUUS PS PETJWlf O!J [),; MIHJ:RAU)( BITUMJNEUX (AU  0  0  p  0  8  0  0  0  15132  20111  54841  ••  7601 ~  $QU$ F~  MlJ'ft:  100  1$3  0  0  -40G  493  0  0  0  0  .. "  m 
1102 a.A~  DE PECHI;; NA.VIRES.USIHES ET A111¥S BATE  0  p  It  0  18!$3  tOG85  0  0  0  0  300  4\Q 
090111  CAFE, NON TORAEFIE. NOH PECAFEJNE  3  4  26  31  0  0  29  10  78  175  189  351 
0304~ ~DE  POISSQfiiS. CONGB.e$  4339  15822  "' 
119  20  51  301  111  218  641  111  337 
1471 ~  AVTOMATIQUE.S DE TRAITEMEHT DE L"'NFOR  0  11  0  a  0  0  0  76  0  0  0  3~ 
030520 FOES, OEUFS ET LNTANCES DE POISSONS, SEQES, FU  0  0  17  137  17  135  18  148  30  2H  4  24 
N03 PARra  DES VEHIQ,Jl.E.S AERIENS ET SPA~  DES PO  0  0  0  0  p  0  0  60  0  21  0  16 
030749 SEJCI£S 'SEPIA ()ffi(;IHALJS, ROSSJA MACROSOUA'. SE  0  0  0  0  ~  1017  0  0  0  G  8  12 
4407 BOIS $CES OU DEI)f)3SES I.ONGITUDINAL.Eut:HT. TRAN  836  3-20  10'7  55  ~,  14  103  60  21  15  11  "  030562 UORIJES 'GACX,IG MOfUIJA. GADUS 001C.. GADUS MACR  171t5  5514  G  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
120UXJ FEVE$ DE $0JA, ~  (X)HCASSEES ·  0  0  0  0  7820  1898  0  0  0  0  0  0 
1801 PN;It.EBOTS, BATEAWC DE CROI:U.:RES, TRANSOORDEU  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  II  183Z  0  0 
030490 CHAIR .DE POISSON$ (SAI.W Fl~,.  MfMI; HACHEE. CO  407  1281  20  31  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
160430 CAVIAR a SE6 SUCC(:DANfS. P~ARES  A PARTIR D'O  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  54  51Z  0  0 
160414 PREPARATIONS'ET CQNSERVES DE ntONS, DE USTAOS  11  35  0  0  0  0  0  0  178  412  0  0 
030410 FILETS DE POISSONS ET AUTRE CHAIR DE POISSON$-M  90  :U5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2401  TABAC$ ~  OU H0N FAIJRIQUES; DECHETS DE TABA  0  ,0  0  '  0  28  218  23  17  0  0  0  0 
0406 F~S  ET CAILLEftOTTE  0  0  31  09  0  0  0  0  a  34  0  0 
200910 JUS DE FRUITS OU DE 1-EGWES. NON FERUENTES, SAN  25  34  55  55  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
1513 HUILeS OE COCO (coPIWiJ. DE PALMISTI; OU DE IIA8AS  D  D  0  0  0  0  153  78  0  0  0  G 
2905 ~  ACYW,OUJ;$ ET LEURS DERNES HALOGENES  0  0  301  77  G  0  0  0  0  0  D  0 
TotelcJes.,.... ,_,..  235111  8$8  13960  1436  5811  6407 
PGift:MIIIge sur le 1ota1 dlts importations  95,5  87,3  90.7  78,9  14,2  13,4 






























Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance d'ARUBA (474) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  "' 
2710 HUILES DE PETROI..E OU DE MINERAUX BITUMINEUX (AU  123653  12333  0  0  1470119  12144  31891  4096  32425  6499  84972  14900  36.1 
100630 RIZ SEMI-BLANCHI OU BLANCHI, MEME POll OU GLACE  0  0  •  0  0  5591  3192  15033  7960  23252  11167  29311  14809  27,2 
2713 COKE DE PETROLE, BITUME DE PETROL.E ET AUTRES RE  0  0  0  0  0  0  50680  1342  228542  7831  234730  1563  12.1 
7102  DIAMANTS MEME TRAVAILLES, MAIS NON MONTES Nl SE  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  43  0  0  0  7181  5,2 
100640 RIZ EN BRISURES  .o  0  0  0  653  158  965  265  5239  1398  5108  1361  2,3 
0406 FROMAGES ET CAILLEBOTTE  0  0  9  25  709  2002  211  565  0  0  0  0  1,9 
2701  HOUILLES; BRIQUETTES, BOUI..ETS ET COMBUSTIBLES S  0  0  0  0  0  ·o  0  0  59607  1912  0  0  1,4 
2201130 WHISKIES  13  99  13  152  10  111  14  151  17"  158  65  383  0,8 
8517 APPAREILS ELECTRIQUES POUR LA TELEPHONIE OU LA  0  16  1  406  0  200  0  86  2  107  0  92·  0,7 
120500 GRAINES DE NAVETTE OU DE COLZA. MEME CONCASSEE  0  0  8  0  0  0  713  857  0  0  0  0  0,6 
9018  INSTRlJMENTS ET APPAREILS POUR LA MEOECINE, LAC  0  38  1  538  0  96  0  9  0  18  0  98  0,6 
100620 R1Z DECORnQUE [RIZ CARGO OU RIZ BRUNI  0  0  '()  0  0  0  1264  754  0  0  0  0  0,5 
3402 AGENTS DE SURFACE ORGANIQUES (AUTRES QUE LES S  241  403  0  2  0  ·o  0  0  0  0  0  0  0,3 
4011  PNEUMATIQUES NEUFS. EN CAOUTCHOUC  24  172  8  a  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0,1 
. 
Total des produils repris  13062  1131  17904  16128  29789  47187 
Pol.ft:eiUge ......  total des Importations  93,9  50,0  92,9  91,0  94,0  87,9  90,4 
Total des Importations  13905  2264  19271  1772a  31675  53868  100 
a AnnexeV.C 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des ANTILLES NEERLANDAISES (478) 
"1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
2710 HUILES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITUMINEUX (AU  1005309  84587  643485  51463  659242  52705  1312809  121093  1279834  128037  734412  114052  36.4 
100630 RIZ SEMI-BLANCHI OU BLANCHI. MEME POLl OU GLACE  12406  6112  68023  41926  158312  93000  152530  86114  185885  103500  78510  41732  24,6 
7102 DIAMANTS MEME TRAVAILLES, MAIS NON MONTES Nl SE  0  992  0  33  0  44255  1  73034  1  102886  0  60106  18,6 
8903  YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PL  298  5119  721  18795  1135  23633  631  15190  1816  21926  1166  12510  6,4 
8901  PAOUEBOTS, BATEAUX DE CROISIERES, TRANSBORDEU  0  0  2845  4920  95  286  0  0  0  0  14780  20116  2,1 
030342 THONS A NAGEOIRES JAUNES 'THUNNUS ALBACARES', C  11  13  357  280  0  0  26  21  2397  2424  10093  23662  1,7 
100640 RIZ EN BRISURES  0  0  3710  933  17952  4346  21308  5011  34241  8367  9609  2432  1,4 
100620 RIZ DECORTIQUE (RIZ CARGO OU RIZ BRUNI  25725  12246  0  0  1727  996  0  0  0  0  1654  837  0,9 
030343 LISTAOS OU BONITES A VENTRE RAVE, CONGELES  0  0  292  147  0  0  0  0  4278  2870  11196  10142  0,9 
2709 HUILES BRUTES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITUMIN  55521  2803  0  0  0  0  112468  8907  0  0  0  0  0,8 
8406 TURBINES A VAPEUR  0  0  0  2  35  4869  0  4  1  9  0  0  0,3 
030349 THONS DU GENRE 'THUNNUS', CONGELES (A L'EXCL. DES  8  11  0  0  0  0  0  0  515  370  2121  1888  0,1 
Total des produits repris  111862  118499  224091  309373  370390  293477 
Pourcentage sur le total des importations  92,5  93,3  94,2  95,0  94,8  93,8  94,2 




Importation"$ par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance d'ANGUILLA (446) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 kg  1000ECU 1000 Kg  100o ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
8903  YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PL  0  0  0  0  0  0'  62  1521  0  0  0  0 
8542 CIRCUITS INTEGRES ET MICRo-ASSEMBLAGES ELECTRO  0  1224  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2204 VINS DE RAISINS FRAIS, V.C. LES VINS ENRICHIS EN ALC  4  9  6  13  14  28  21  49  9  23  37  86 
220840 RHUM ET TAFIA  39  17  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  26  106 
091020 SAFRAN  0  85  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
030420 FILETS DE POISSONS, CONGELES  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  26  82  0  0 
7404  DECHETS ET DEBRIS DE CUIVRE (A L'EXCL. DES DECHET  0  0  0  0  0  0  39  72  0  0  0  0 
030611  LANGOUSTES 'PALINURUS SPP., PANULIRUS SPP  •• JASUS  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  48  0  9 
8425 PALANS; TREUILS ET CABESTANS; CRICS ET VERINS  0  0  0  0  4  42  0  0  0  0  0  0· 
8708 PARnES ET ACCESSOIRES DES DE TRACTEURS, VEHICU  0  0  0  1  0  38  0  0  0  0  0  0 
4106 PEAUX EPILEES DE CAPRINS, PREPAREES (A L'EXCL DE  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  38  0  0 
090111  CAFE, NON TORREFIE, NON DECAFEINE  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  17  34  0  0 
8102 MOL  VBDENE ET OlNRAGES EN MOL  VBDENE, N.DA; DEC  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  29 
8517  APPAREILS ELECTRIOUES POUR LA TELEPHONE OU LA  0  4  0  21  0  1  0  3  ·0  0  0  0 
7325 OUVRAGES EN FONTE, FER OU ACIER, MOULES, N.D.A.  0  0  0  0  0  0  23  26  0  0  0  0 
8479 MACHINES ET APPAREILS, '(.C. LES APPAREILS MECANIQ  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  21  0  0  0  0 
4202 MALLES, VALISES ET MALLETTES, SERVIETTES, CARTAB  0  0  0  4  0  0  0  15  0  0  0  0 
030749 SEICHES 'SEPIA OFFICINALIS, ROSSIA MACROSOMA', SE  0  0  0  0  14  18  0  0  0  0  0  0 
4011  PNEUMATIQUES NEUFS, EN CAOUTCHOUC  0  0  4  16  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
3301  HUILES ESSENTIELLES, DETERPENEES OU NON, V.C. CE  o·  0  0  0  0  11  0  0  0  0  0  0 
9012 MICROSCOPES B.ECTRONIQUES. MICROSCOPES PROTO  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  9 
Total des produils reprls  1339  54  138  1706  225  240 
PCU'I:IefUge sw  1e total des inportalions  96,8  66,0  79,0  97,7  79,9  64,5 



























Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des ILES CAYMAN (463) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg.  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
8903  YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PL  251  1498  1915  36216  7083  134241'  6272  150691  8491  194428  14052  307122  53,1 
8802 AUTRES VEHICULES AERIENS, CONCUS POUR LA PROPU  12  7222  6  1456  19  12758  0  0  204  232713  24~  302880  35,9 
7102  DIAMANTS MEUE TRAVAILLES, MAIS NON MONTES Nl SE  0  0  0  1688  0  28237  0  18547  0  22593  0  20139  .  5,9 
8901  PAQUEBOTS, BATEAUX DE CROISIERES, TRANSBOROEU  22878  38810  0  0  0  0  6905  4516  49  7924  0  0  3,3 
030621  LANGOUSTES 'PALINURUS SPP., PANI.IliRUS SPP., JASUS  104  2218  82  1396  44  868  16  283  0  0  0  0  0,3 
0803 BANANES, Y.C. lES PLANTAINS, FRAICHES OU SECHES  17  8  42  15  0  0  2  1  0  0  2255  1064  0,1 
84n MACHINES ET APPAREILS POUR LE TRAVAIL OU CAOUTC  0  0  0  0  - 0  0  0  0  39  857  23  385  0,1 
Total des produits repris  49755  40n1  176105  174038  458515  631571 
Poun:entage sur le total des Importations  92.7  88,9  98,4  97,6  99,3  99,8  98,7 




h  12 0.3 
;:::" 
Importations par I'UE des principaux prodt.rits en provenance d~  ILES VIERGES BRIT., MONTSERRAT (411) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
tOOQKg  1000 ECU 1UOO Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1100£CU 1000Ki..  1000 ECU 1000 Mg  1008 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
8903  YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PL  22  181  1522  22478  1001  14880.  1892  23112  2410  52623  3918  IIG827 
7102 OIAMANTS MEME TRAVAILLES, MAIS NON MONTES N  SE  0  0  0  168  0  11913  0  18347  0  20246  0  11758 
100630 RIZ SEMI-8l.ANCHI OU BLANCHI. MEME POll OU GlACE  0  0  0  0  0  0  11223  6636  26331  14310  8295  4444 
8536 APPAREIUAGE POUR LA COUPURE, lE  SECTIONNEMEN  0  0  0  3  G  0  7  223  36  2170  24  2344 
8002 DECHETS ET DEBRIS D'ETAIN (AUTRES QUE CENlAES E  0  0  0  0  0  0  582  2620  0  0  0  0 
9706 OBJETS D'ANTIQUITE AYANr PLUS DE CENT ANS D'AGE  0  0  .  0  0  1  1418  0  0  0  0  0  792 
9701  TABLEAUX (PAR EXEMPLE, PEINTURES A L  'H.Jt.E, AQUAR  0  93  0  0  1  1822  0  0  0  0  2  295 
8526 APPARER.S DE RADIOOETECTJON ET DE RADIOSONDAGE  0  0  0  0  0  3  1  1878  0  0  0  0 
8542 CIRCUITS INTEGRES ET MICRO-ASSEMBLAGES ELECTRO  0  1680  0  2  0  7  0  114  0  0  0  2 
8901 n  PAQUEBOTS, BATEAUX DE CROISIERES, TRANS80RDEU  0  0  0  0  39  1101  0  0  0  0  0  0 
8548 PARTIES ELECTRIQUES DE MACHINES OU D'APPAREILS  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  62  910 
Total des produils repris  1954  22650  -31222  52928  89348  101372 
Poun:entage aur le total des Importations  61,4  96,3  91,4  96,4  .  95,9  98,3 
Total des lmpoftalions  3185  23510  34146  54916  93153  103173 


















Importations par nJE des prtnclpaUII prodults en provenance de PITCAIRN (113) 
11192  1993  lt!M  11!15  19!18  . 11!17 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
!111114  LUNETT£SCORRECTRICES,PROTECT111CESauAUTRES  0  0  0  0  2  215  0  0  0  ·...  0  41,0 
010111  CAFE. NON TORREFE, NON DECAFEINE  o  0  0  o  0  0  o  o  24  17  11,5 
5201  COION.NONCARDENP£1GNE  0  0  0  0  0  0  30  41  0  7~ 
1111  VETEIIENTSETACC£SSClH:SDUVETEMEHT,ENIIONNE  0  0  0  0  I  27  0  '  0  5,1 
181S STAlUETTESETAUIRESOIIJElSO'ORNEMEHTATIONEN  0  0  0  0  4  20  0  0  S,l 
1112 SURII£TEMENISOESf'ORT"l'RAMGS',C08"~  0  I  3  0  15  0  S.S 
1542 CIRCU1'S INTEGIIES ET ~ELECTRO  0  0  o  14  2  0  3.2 
030343 USTAOSauiONITESAIIEHJRERAYE.CONGEI.£5  0  25  14  0  0  0  2,1 
41115  PAfiiERS ET CARroN5. NON COUCHES N ENDUITS, EN R  0  II  0  0  0  2.1 
4II2S IW'IERS.CARroNS.OUATECJEc:e!!IOSFETNAPPES  0  0  I  0  0  1,7 
1411 REFRIGERATEURS. CONGEI.A'fEURS.CIONSERVATEURS.  0  0  0  0  7  U 
1205 CHEMISES ET CtEIIISE'nES. POUR t«MooES au  GMCO  0  o  7  0  0  1,3 
4!1111  I.NRES.IRXI«JRES ET IMPRIIIES SIIII.AIAES, IEIE  SU  0  0  0  5  0  1,0 
1201  MAN1EAUX. CAllAN$, CAPES. AHORAICS,II.OUSONS ETA  0  0  5  0  0  1,0 
5513 TlSSUS OE FalES SYNniE110UES asalNTNJES,  CON  0  0  0  5  0  0,1 
11512 COIIOENSATEURS E1.£CTRIQUES, F11CES. VARIAILES au  0  0  0  4  0  0,7 
111101  PAVES, BOROURES OE 'I'ROTTOitS ET DIUES DE PAV/IG  0  0  0  0  27  4  0,7 
II50S JOUE1S IAUIRES  QUE JOUETS A ROUES CQNCUS POUR  0  4  0  0  0  0  0,7 
15112  POI,I'EESREPRESENI'AHI'~L'ETREHUIIAIN  4  0  0  0  0  0  0,7 
1507 CANNES A P£CHE. HAIIECOHS ET AUIRES ARTICLES PO  0  D  0  ·  3  0  0  0,1 
:tal  OlNRAGES EN IIA'IERES Pl.AS11QUES ET OIMtAGES E  0  0  0  S  0  •  0  0,5 
3707 PREIWtAllONS~SPOURUSAGESPHOTOGRN'  0  o  3  3  0  0  0  0,5 
73211 OlNRAGES EN FER 0U  EN ACIER, N.D.A.IAUIR£5 QUE II  0  ·  0  0  0  0  0  2  0,4 
1714 PARIES ET ACCESSOIIES OE ~  CYQ.ES, F  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  0,4 
54117 11SSUS OE FJ.S OE FI.AIIEH'I'S SYNn1E110UE5. Y.C. LES  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  0.4 
101 IWHNES ET APPI'REI S  NON DfW!MIIES N C1C1WR1S  0  0  0  0  0  o  0  O.S 
1711111010CW1ES·YCOIIPRBLESC'Ia.OIIOIE'UISETC'I'C  2  o.  0  0  0  0  D  O,S 
1'1113 IICIIUESDE10URISMEETAUI'R£S\IENCULESAUTOU  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  O,S 
1211 GAIRERIE EN lOUS 1WES OE IIAlERES TEXTILES (AUT  0  I  0  0  0  D  0  O.S 
147S P'AR11ES ET ACCESSOillES (AUTRES QUE LES COF'FRElS  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0,1 










i"l DIMCOUEXT, lllllllldll ............. pcu1!117 nl  111424000 ECU 111111-322000 ~  .......  IDAIIIRR (-IN!IIIills• _, 














Importations par 1•uE des prlncipaux produits en provena11ee de SAINTE-HELENE (329) 
1912  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 !<a  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 1<9~  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECo 
030420 FILETS DE POISSONS, CONGELES  3  9  8  17  -46  74  •  119  200  65  183  go  199 
1471  MACHINES AUTOMATIOlES DE TRAITEMENT DEL  'INFOR  1  47  0  8  2  455  0  81  0  9  0  78 
1030 OSCILLOSCOPES, ANAL  YSEURS DE SPECTRE ET AUTRE  0  0  0  0  0  11  0  115  0  64  0  241 
030811  LANGOUSTES 'PAUNURUS SPP., PANUI.IRUS SPP., JASUS  11  340  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
180540 CRUST  ACES. PREPARES OU CONSERVES (A L  'EXQ.. DES  7  94  18  211  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
180414 PREPAAAT10NS ET CClNSERWS DE THONS, DE USTAOS  31  71  34  75  23  50  5  13  7  25  0  0 
030371 POISSONS D'EAU DOUCE ET DE MER. COMESTB.ES, CO  27  51  19  31  34  55  3  5  47  84  0  0 
8473  PARTIES ET ACCESSOIRES (AUTRES QUE LES COFFRET  0  5  0  22  0  3  0  99  0  14  0  42 
030342 THONS A NAGEOIRES JAUNES 7HUNNUS ALBACARES', C  2  3  46  65  47  78  11  17  12  21  0  0 
8705 VEHICULES AUTOMOBII.ES A USAGES SPEciAUX (AUTRE  33  139  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
030759 POUI.PES OU PIEWRES 'OCTOPUS SPP.', MBotE SEPARE  0  0  10  .  24  8  19  3  0  21  14  0  0 
090111  CAFE. NON TORREFIE, NON DECAFEINE  0  0  0  0  2  22  2  33  3  36  2  21 
6110 OWCWLS, PULL-ovERS, CARDIGANS, GILETS ET ART1C  2  10  0  0  5  38  0  0  0  0  4  65 
1517 APPAREI.S ELECTRIOUES ~LA  TB.EPHONIE OU LA  0  11  0  0  0  3  0  1  0  83  0  I 
8459 MACHINES-OUTIL.S, 'Y'.C. -LES UNITES O'USINAGE A GUSS  0  0  0  0  0  0  4  70  1  10  0  0 
1480 OiASSIS DE FONOERIE; PLAQUES DE FOND POUR MOUL  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  sa 
8431  PARTIES RECONtWSSABLES COMME ETAHT EXCLUSIVE  ....  13  9  37  0.  0  0  1  0  0  0  0 
' 
TIOI des produb rapris  794>  488  813  626  593  725 
Pourarage ...  ,.  IOtal des lmporlallons  68,5  85,5  78,1  74,0  78,5  73,1 
























Importations de I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des TERRITOIRES BRIT. OCEAN INDIEN (357) 
4703  PATeS CHIMIQUES DE BOIS, A LA SOUOE OU AU SUI.FAT 
Total des piodults repris 
PcuatnlagiiW  .le total deslmpoftllions 
Tolll des lmlwlrlallftn!l 
1m  1~  1~  ~~  1a  1~  . 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  4  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 






























Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des ILES TURKS ET CAICOS (454) 
1992  1993  1994 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg 
100630 RIZ SEMI-BLANCHI OU BLANCHI, MEME POLl OU GLACE  0  0  0  0  0 
2709 HUILES BRUTES DE PETROLE OU DE MINERAUX BITUMIN  0  0  0  0  0 
7102  DIAMANTS MEME TRAVAILLES, MAIS NON MONTES Nl SE  0  0  0  0  0 
030611  LANGOUSTES 'PALINURUS SPP., PANULIRUS SPP., JASUS  0  0  42  811  72 
6201  MANTEAUX. CABANS, CAPES, ANORAKS, BLOUSONS ETA  58  1513  0  0  0 
' 8479 MACHINES ET APPAREILS, V.C. LES APPAREILS MECANIQ  430  1414  0  0  0 
6205 CHEMISES ET CHEMISETIES, POUR HOMMES OU GARCO  52  1192  0  0  0 
030613 CREVETTES, MEME DECORTIQUEES, CONGELEES, V.C. L  0  0  81  857  0 
6203 COSTUMES OU COMPLETS, ENSEMBLES, VESTONS, PAN  28  n1  0  0  0 
4203 VETEMENTS ET ACCESSOIRES DIJ VETEMENT, EN CUIR N  •4  115  2  75  4 
030799 MOLLUSQUES. COMESTIBLES, MEME SEPARES DE LEUR  0  0  1  5  41 
6110 CHANDAILS, PULL-OVERS, CARDIGANS, GILETS ET ARTIC  0  0  0  0  3 
8903 YACHTS ET AUTRES BATEAUX ET EMBARCATIONS DE PL  0  0  138  213  0 
100640 RIZ EN BRISURES  0  0  o.  0  0 
9015 INSTRUMENTS ET APPAREILS DE GEODESIE, DE TOPOG  0  0  0  0  0 
17019910 SUCRES BLANCS, SANS ADDITION D'AROMATISANTS OU  0  0  0  0  0 
Total des pmduils repris  5005  1960 
Pourcentage sur le total des impOrtations  91,2  84,5 
Total des importations  5487  2320 
17 
AnnexeV.C 
1995  1996  1997 
1000 ECU 1000 Kg.  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
o·  2944  15n  9784  5531  1000  710  24,2 
0  0  0  78143  6126  0  0  19,0 
2760  0  2851  0  0  0  0  17,4 
1240  54  1127  41  615  0  0  11,7 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  4,7 
II  0  0  0  1  0  0  4,4 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  3,7 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2,7 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2,4 
136  0  3  0  0  0  0  1,0 
247  9  45  0  0  0  0  0,9 
29  1  10  31  214  1  40  0,9 
0  . 0  0  3  12  0  0  0,7 
0  0  0  0  • 0  400  124  0,4 
1  0  18  0  12  1  55  0,3 
0  0  0  0  0  121  82  0,3 
4413  5631  12511  1011 
97,0  94,6  97,0  93,1  94,5 
4550  5953  12898  1087.  100 ~ 
---
Imports by EU of  the main products from Greenland 
160520 SHRIMPS AND PRAWNS. PREPARED OR PRESERVED 
FROZEN SHRNPS AND PRAWNS. WHETHER IN SHELL OR NOT. INCL. SHRIMPS AND PRAWNS IN SHELL. COOICED fr'f STEAaMNG OR 
030613  fr'f BOLING IN WATER 
Oi!0420 FROZEN FISH FUETS 
030331  FROZEN LESSER OR GREENLAND HALIBUT, ATLANTIC HAUBUT AND PACFIC HAUIIUT 
SCALLOPS. INCL QUEEN SCALLOPS, OF THE GENERA PECTEN. Ctll.AMYS OR PI..ACOPECTEN. FROZEN, ORIED, SAL TED OR IN 
030729  BRINE, wmt  OR WITHOUT SHELL 
030490 FROZEN FISH MEAT. WHETHER OR NOT loiNCED (EXCL. Fl.LETS) 
030549 SMOKED FISH, INCL FLLETS (EXCL PACFIC SALMON, ATLANTIC SALMON, DANUBE SALMON AND HERRINGS) 
030530 FISH Fl.LETS, DRIED, SAL  TED OR II BRINE. NOT SMOKED 
AnneaV.C ~ 
0 
~~npom  11r EU ., ... ...- pnMiucts ,_New~.,...  D•••.,..n• 
~  fERAO.,AU.OYS 
7501  IIICICEl. MATTES, NICICEL OXIDE SINTER$ NfO OTHER INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS OF NICICEl. METALLURGY: 
FAOZEN SHRIMPS NfO PRAWNS, WHETHER IN SHEU OR NOT,INCL SHRIMPS NfO PRAWNS IN SHEll. COOI<ED BY STEMING OR 
11301113  BY lOlLING IIi WATER 
CORAL AND SIMUR MATERIALS. SHELLS~  lotOI U ISCS, CRUSTACEANS OR ECHINOOERMs, CUTTlE-80NE. POWDER AND WASTE 
0501 THEREOF, UIMOAICED OR SM'L  Y PREPARED BUT NOT OTHERWISE WORICED OR CUT TO StW'E 
POWERED AIRCRAFT -E.G. HEI..ICOPTERS AND AEROPLNES-; SPACECRAFT~  SATELLITES. AND SPACECRAFT lAUNCH 
111102 VENCI.ES 
IIACHIER'f, PUNT OR I.A80RATORY E~WHETHER  OR NOT ElfCTRICN.l.Y HEATED, FOR THE lREATMEHT ~ 
MAlERIALS BY A PROCESS INII'Ol.VING A CHANGE~  TEWERAllJRE SUCH AS HEATING, COOKING. ROASTING, D1S1U1NG. 
RECTF'IING, STERILIZING. PASTEURIZING, STEAioWG. DRYING, EVAPORATING. VAPOURIZING, CONDENSING OR COOLING (EXCl. 
1419 THOSE USED FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES); INSTAHI'ANEOUS OR STORAGE WATER HEATERS, NON-ELECTRIC 
11501  B.ECTRIC MOTORS NfO GENERATORS (EXCLGENERATING SETS) 
PARTS SUIT  MI.£  FOR USE SOLB.Y OR PRINCPAI.l  Y WITH ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS, B.ECTRIC GENERATING SETS 




llnlpolts  br EU .,._  _.n praducts fnlnl French f'olwnHia 
COCONUT 'COPRA', PALM KERNEL OR IIAIIASSU 01.. AND FRACTIONS THEREOF. WHETHER OR HOT R£FIIED, BUT NOT 
1513 CHEMCAU.  y lo100IF1ED  . 
POWERED AIRCRAFT -E.G. HELICOPTERS AND AEROPI.ANES.; SPACECRAFT ...cL SATELLITES. AND SPACECRAFT LAUNCH 
11102 VEIClES 
PE1ROI.EUM OI.S AND OI.S OBTAINED FROM~  MIERAlS  (EXCL CAUIJE); PREPARATION$ CONTANG- '10~  BY 
WEIGHI' OF P£1ROLEUU OI.S OR OF OI.S OBTAINED FROM llnMNOUS MIERAlS. THESE OI.S IIEING THE IIASIC CONSmUENTS 
2710 OF THE PREPARATIONS N.E.S. 
PEAALS. NAlURAL OR ClA.l\M£0, VltElHER OR NOTWORICED OR GRADED. lilT  NOT STRUNG. MOlM'ED OR lET, UNGAAIIED 
PEAALS. NAlURAL OR ClA.TUR£0, TEMPORARil.  Y STRUNG FOR CONIIENIENCE OF TRANSPORT (EXCL IMITATIONS OF NAlURAL 
7101  PEAALS AND 11101HER.QF.f'£ARL) 
DIRECTION FINDING COIFASSES; OTHER NAVIGA110NALINSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES (EXCL RADIO NAVIGA110NAL 
9014 EQUAIENT) 
111113  PARTS OF AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT OF HEADING NO 11101 OR 11102. N.E.S. 
8EAU1Y OR IIMICE.(JP I'AEPARA~  AND SICIN CAR£ PREPARATIONS, INCL SUNSCREEN OR SUN TAN PREPARAT10NS (EXCL. 
3304 MEOICMEMTit IIWIICUAE OR PEDICURE PAEPARA110NS  . 
AUI'OMA11C DATA PROCESSING MACHMES AND UNITS THEREOF; MAGNETIC OR OPTICAL READERS,IoW:Ie<IES FOR 
1471 ~DATA  ONTO DATAioEDIA IN CCXIED FORM AND MACHMES FOR PROCESSING SUCH DATA N.E.S. 
MOTOR CARS AND OTHER MOTOR VEHICLES PRINCI'ALL  Y DESIGNED FOR THE TRANSPORT OF PERSONS, INCLUDING STA110N 
11703 WAGONS AND RACING CARS (EXCL MOTOR VENCLES OF HEADING NO 17112) 
3 
,.._vr. llnpoots by EU of the main products lrom French Southern Mil AIUrctlc Tenteerles 
INSTRUIIEIIITS AND APPliANCES USED IN GEODESY, TOPOGAAPHV, PHOTOGRAaAIETRICAL SUR\IEYING. HYDROGRAPHY, 
9015 ~.HYDROlOGY,  METEOROlOGY OR GEOPHYSICS (EXCL COMPASSES); RANGEFINOERS 
2701 PETROlEUM OILS~  OILS OBTAINED FROM BIT\.NIIIDUS MIERALS. CRUDE 
2608 ZINC ORES ltMD CONCENTRATES 
2601  IRON ORES ltMD CONCENTRATES, ..CL. ROASTED IRON PYRITES 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING MACH-.ES ltMD UNITS THEREOF; IIAGNE'i1c OR OPTICAL READERS, UACH-.eS FOR 
8471  TRANSCRIBING DATA ONTO DATA MEDIA IN CODED FORM ltMD MACHINES FOR PROCESSING SUCH DATA N.E.S. 
030420 FROZEN FISH FLLETS 
MEASURING OR CHECIONG INSTRUMENTS, ..  I'PLIANCES AND MACH-.ES NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED IN CHAPTER 90; PROFILE 
9031  PROJECTORS 
MEN'S OR IIOYS' SUITS, ENSEMIII..ES. JACKETS. lll.AZERS. TROUSERS, BIB ltMD BRACE OVERALLS. BREECHES AND SHORTS (EXCL 
ICNITTED OR CROCHETED. WIND-JACKETS AND SIMLAR ARTICLES, SEPARATE WAISTCOATS, TRACK SUITS, Sl<l SUITS AND 
6203  SWIIIWEARJ 
WINE OF FRESH CRAPES, INCl. FORTFIED WINES; GRAPE loi.IST, PARn  Y FERMENTED. OF AC1UAL ALCOHOliC STRENGrn OF > 
2204  0.5% VOL. \\'HETHER OR NOT WITH ADDED ALCOHOL 
PARTS SUITABLE FOR USE SOI.EL  Y OR PR..CPALL  Y WITH TRANSMISSION AND RECEPT10N APPARAnJS FOR RADIO-TELEPHONY, 
RADIO-TELEGRAPHY. RADI0-8ROADCAST, TELEVISION. RADAR APPARATUS, RADIO NAVICATIOHAL AID APPARAnJS OR RADIO 
8529 REMOTE CONTROl APPARAnJS, N.E.S. 
OSCUOSCOPES, SPECTRUM ANAL  YSERS NfD OTHER INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING OR CHECICING 
B.ECTRICAL OUANTTTlES; INSTRUIIEHTS AND APPARAnJS FOR MEASURING OR DETECTING ALPHA. BETA. GAMMA, X-RAYS, 
9030 COSUC OR OTHER IONIZING RADIATIONS 
160411  PREPARED OR PRESERVED SALMON, WHOLE OR IN PIECES (EXCL MINCED) 
GOLD, INClUDING GOLD PLATED WITH PLATNJM. liN'NROUGHT OR NOT FURTHER WORKED THAN SEMI-MANUFACTURED OR IN 
7108 POWDER FORM 
ELECTRICAL APPARAnJS FOR L-.E TELEPHONY OR LINE TELEGRAPHY, INClUDING SUCH APPARAnJS FOR CARRIER.ctJRRENT 
8517 LINE SYSTEMS 
8526  RADAR APPARATUS, RADIO NAVIGATIOHAL AID APPARAnJS AND RADIO REMOTE CONTROl APPARAnJS 
6211  TRACK SUfTS. Sl<l SUITS, ~AND  OTHER GARMENTS N.E.S. (EXCL KNITTED OR CROCHETED) 
8704  MOTOR IIEHICLES FOR THE TRANSPORT OF GOODS. INCl. CHASSIS WITH ENGINE AND CAB 
PARTS NfD  ACCESSORIES OF SOUND REPRODUCING AND RECORDING APPARAnJS AND VIDEO RECORDING OR REPRODUCING 
11522 APPARATUS, N.E.S. 
8542  ELECTRONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND MICROASSEUIII..IES 
TRAILERS NfD SEW-TRAILERS; OTHER VEHICLES. NOT MECHANICALI.  Y PROPELLED (EXCL. RAI.WAY AND TRNIINAY VEHICLES); 
8716 PARTS 11EAEOF, N.E.S. 
080300 BAIWtAS, INCL. PLANTAINS, FRESH OR DRIED 
PlYWOOD, VEJEERED WOOD AND SIMUR LAMINATED WOOD (EXCL SHEETS OF COMPRESSED WOOD, HOLLOW-CORE 
4412 CONPOSrTE PANELS, PARQUET PANELS OR SHEETS, N.AID WOOD NIIJ SHEETS IDENTIFIABI,E AS FURNITURE COMPONENTS) 
8701  TRACTORS (OTHER THAN TRACTORS OF HEADING NO 8709) 
4 
AnnexV.C "  ... 
lmpotts by EU of U.  lll8ln products ofW811s Mel F  ....... lsiMds 
WOMEN"S OR GIRlS" SUITS. ENSEMBLES. JACKETS. DRESSES. SKIRTS. DIVIDED SKIRTS. TROUSERS. BIB AND BRACE 01/ERALLS. 
BREECHES AND SHORTS (EXCL ICMTTED OR CROCHETED, WIND-JACKETS AND SMLAR ARTICLES, SUPS, PETTICOATS AND 
6204  PANTIES, TRACK SUITS, SICl SUITS AND SWMNEARI 
11206 WDUEN"S OR GIRLS" aOUSES, SHitTS AND SHIRT.aLOUSES (EXCL. KNITTED OR CROCHETED AND VESTS) 
WOMEN'S OR GIRLS' OIIERCOATS. CAR.QlATS, CAPES. CLOAKS, ANORAKS, INCL. SICI..W:ICETS, ~HEATERS,  WN).JACI(ETS 
6202 AND s.AR  ARTICLES (ElCCL. KNITTED OR CROCHETED. SliTS, ENSfMIILES. ..MCICETS, a.AZERS AND TROUSERS) 
ITEMS OF CLOlHNG AND CL01HNG ACCESSORES, OF LEAnER OR CCM'OSITION LEATHER (EXCL FOOTWARE AND HEADGEAR 
4203  AND PARTS THEREOF, AND GOODS OF CtW"TER 15, E.G. SHif GUARDS, FENCING IIMSICSI 
CRUISE S..S.  EXCURSION BOATS, FERRY-BOATS, CARGO ~.BARGES  AND SIMaAR VESSElS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
1901  PERSONS OR GOODS 
1502 ELECTRIC GaERATING SETS AND ROTARY COHIIERTERS 
MEN'S OR BOYS' SUITS, ENSEMILES. JACKETS. BlAZERS, TROUsERS, Be  AND BRACE 01/ERALLS, BREECHES AND SHORTS (EXCL 
ICMTTEO OR CROCHETED, WINO-JACKETS AND SMI.AR ARTICLES. SEPARATE WAISTCOATS, TRACK SUITS, SICJ SUITS AND 
6203 SWIIIWEAR) 
BABIES' GARMENtS AND CLOTMNG ACCESSORIES OF All  TYPES OF TEXn.E MATERIALS (EXCL KNITTED OR CROCHETED AND 
6209 HATS) 
671 t  TRACK SUITS, SKI SUITS, SWIMWEAR AND OTHER GARMENTS N.E.S. (EXCL KNITTED OR CROCHETED) 
GIWIIJE, PORPHYRY, BASALT, SANDSTONE AND MONUiotENTAL OR IIUILOING STONE, WHETHER OR NOT ROUCH..  Y TRIIAtEO OR 
MERELY cur. BY SAWING OR OTHERWISE. INTO llOCI<S OR SLABS OF A liOtiNl£  OR RECTANGU..AR SHAPE (EXCL ..  THE FORM 
OF GRANULES, CHA"tNGS OR POWDER, OR ALREADY WITH THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SETTS, aJRSSTONES AND FLAGSTONES. 
2516 AND MONUiotENTAL OR IUilOING STONE OF AN APPARENT SPECFIC GRAVITY OF,... 2.5) 
MEN'S OR 80YS' 01/ERCOATS. CAR.QlATS, CAP£$, CLOMS, ANOIWCS, INCL. SllhMCICETS, WINO-OEATER$, WINO-..IACICETS AND 
6201  SIMUR  ARTICLES (EXCL IOIITTEO OR CROCHE1£D, SliTS, ENSEMII.ES, .MCICETS.IILAZERS AND TROUSERS) 
6101 T..sHRT$, SINOLETS AND 01HER VESTS.ICMTTEO QR CAOCHETEO 
GAAIIENTS IMDE UP OF FELT OR NOIMOIIEIG, IMtE1HER OR NOT M'REGNATEO, COATED, COI/EAED OR I.AMIMTEO; 
GAAIIEN1'S OF TEXTJ.£ FMIIICS, •""'!RRZED OR ~TED,  COATED, COIIEAED OR I.AMIMTEO WITH PLASTICS OR OTHER 
11210 -..sTANCES (011.  ICNITTEDOR CROCH!lm, AND MBES'~AND  CLOTMNG ACCESSORES) 
3IQe NmCI..ES OF PlASTICS OR onalW.lBIW.S  OFIIEAIMGS 8n  TO 8'14 N.E.S. 
070511 FRESH OR CHI.LED lE11\JCE (EXCL CAIMGE lE1'1'UCE) 
TIWO  tQf  N'PARAlUS FOR RAIJD.TB.EPitON\', MIJIO.l'B.EGRAPHY, ~OR  1ElE\IISION, WHETHER OR 
NOTINCORPORAlWG AECEPYION N'PARAlUS OF SOUND RI!COIIDNI  OR :W JUIUCJNQ AIPMATUS; TELEVISION CAMERAS 
1525 (EXICL CMICOIIOERS CN'MLE OF RI!ODIDIIG TELEVISION PAOOIWIIES taG  MIEXTERNAL VIDEO 1WtER) 
COIW. AND ..aM  IIMTERW..S, IHEUS  Of' IIDU.USCS, CRUSTACEANS OR EaiNCIDENIS, CUTnE.aoNE. POWDER AND WASTE 
115111 THEREOF, UNWOAICED OR a.LY  PREPARED BUT NOT Ol1tERWISE WORICEO OR CUT TO SHAPE 
PAlbT  LEAlHER AND PAlbT  I.AMIMTEO LEA  litER; METALLIZED LEAnER  (EXCL..I.ACOUERED OR METALLIZED 
4101 RECONSmUTEO LEATHERJ 
11451 LATHES FOR REio10VING METAL 




......... br  EU of .....  productS of...,._ 
ESSI:NTW. OU,  WHETHER OR NOT TEAPENELESS. INCl. CONCRETES NfD ABSOlUTES; RESINOI)S; CONCENTRATES OF 
ESSENTIAl OI.S Ill FATS, FIXED 0LS. WAXES OR 1ltE LICE. OBTAINED BY ENFl£\IRAGE OR IMCERATIOH; TERPENIC BY· 
3301  PRODUCTS OF ESSENTIAl OI.S; AQUEOUS OISTU.ATES AND AQUEOUS soumt:lNS OF ESSENTIAl OU 
0!10500 VANUA  . 
TRAHSMISiloN APPARATUS FOR RADIO-TELEPHONY, RADIO-TEL£GRAPHY. ~OR  TELEVISION. WHETHER 
OR NOT IIICORPORA11NG RECEP110N APPARATUS OF SOUND RECOAOeiG OR REJIAOOUCING APPARATUS; 1B.EVISION 
1525 CM1ERAS (EXCL CAioCORDERS CAPAIIL£ OF RECORI*G TELEVISION PROGRAMMES USING AN EXTERHAL VIDEO TUNER) 
0!111610 CNW10N AND CINNAIION-TRE£ FLOiftERS IElCCL CRUSHED AND GROUND) 
c:INEIMTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS. WHETHER OR NOT INCOAPORA11NG SOUND RECORDING OR REPRODUCING 
9007 APPARATUS (EXCL VIDEO EQUIPMENT') 
ELECTRIC ACCIM  • AWRS.INCWOING SEPARATORS lltEREFOR. WHETHER OR NOT RECTANGULAR OR SQUARE (El(CL. 11fOSE 
11507 OF UMW111ENED Rt.aER OR TEXTUS) 
1504 ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS. STATIC CONIIERTERS. E.G. RECTFIERS, AND INDUCTORS 
11532  ELECTRICAL CAPACITORS. FIXED, VARIAAE OR ADJUST  AILE. "PRE-$£1' 
621 1 TRACK SQ1'S. SICI SUTS. SWIIMEAR AND 01ltER GAAMENTS N.E.S. (EXC1.. liMITED OR CROCHETEOJ 
POL 'tCMIIOXYUC ACIDS. THEIR NIIMlRIDES.IWJDES, PEROXIDES AND PEROXYACIIS; lltER IW.OGENATED, SULPHONATED. 
2917 NITRATED OR NrTROSATED DEIWATIIIES 
11903  YACHTS MD  OTHER VESSELS FOR PLEASURE OR SPORTS; ROWING BOATS AND CANOES 
1tP«ET1  MD TRAVEUIIIG RUGS OF AU. TYPES OF TEXTU IMTERW.S (EXCI.. TAIL£ COIIERS. BEDSPREADS AND ARTICLES 
830t OF IIEOOIIIG MD  S..a.AR RJRNISHIIIG OF HEADING 1404)  . 
MOTOR CARS AND 01ltER MOTOR vatCLES I'AINCI"ALL  Y  DESIGNEO FOR 1ltE TRANSPORT OF PERSONS, INClUDING STATION 
1703 WAGONS AND RACING CARS (EXCL MOTOR vata.ES  OF HEAOING NO I7CI2) 
020Z3D BONELESS. FROZEN MEAT OF IIOWE ~S 
0!10240  ~FBIIIENT£0  TEA AND PARTLY FERMENTED TEA. WHETHER OR NOT RAYOURED. IIIIAIEDIATE PACICINGS OF • :SICG 
WE1Y  GLASS, TOUGHENED "TEY'EI8J', UIIIMTED WE1Y  GLASS (EXCL IU.TW'L£-wAU.ED INSULA11NG UNIT8 OF GLASS. 
"1'0117  GLASSES FOR SPECTACLES AND CLOCK OR WATat GlASSES) 
270t COAl; IRIOUETTES. CM)IDS AND SMI.M SOLI) FUELS MANUFAClUREO FROM COAL 
2203 IIEER IMDE  FROM IIMI.T 




lonporls by EU olllw  mllln praduds flam s.lnll'lemt  Mel lllquelon 
PETROLEUM OI.S AND oa.s 08TAIIED FROM 8f1l.UifOUS ...  ERALS (EXCl. CRUOEI: PREPARATIONS CONTAINING.,. 70 '5 IIY 
WEIGHT 01' PET1'01..EUM OI.S OR 01' OI.S OBTAINED FROM BITUMINOUS ..at~ERALS, THESE oa.s BEING THE BASIC CONSTITUENTS 
2710 01' THE PREPARATIONS N.E.S. 
7601 AI....._  NOT AllOYED, UNWROUGHT 
FISHitG VESSELS; FACTORY SHPS AND OTHER VESSELS FOR PROCESSING OR PRESEIMNG FISHERY PRODUCTS (Exa... FISHING 
89CIIZ  ~TS  FOR SPORT)  ' 
090t11  COI'FEE (£XCl. ROASTED AND DECAFFEINATED) 
030420 FROZEN FISH FU.ETS  . 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING lloiACtiiES AND UNITS THEREOf'; MAGNETIC OR OPTICAL READERS,IIMCHN:S FOR 
.  11471  TRANSCRIIING DATA ONTO DATA MEDIA Ill CODED FORM AND MACHN:S FOR PROCESSING SUCH DATA N.E.S. 
1130520 FISH LIIIERS AND AOES, DRED, SUOICEO, SAL  TED OR WIIRIIIE 
81103  PARTS 01' AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT 01' HEADING NO 11101 OR 1m2, N.E.S. 
CUT1lE FISH 'SEPIA OFFICINALIS, ROSSIA MACROSOIM, SEPIOLA SPP.' AND SQUID 'OIIMASTREPHES SPP., LOUGO SPP., 
030749 NOTOTODARUS SPP., SEPIOTEUTHIS SPP.', FROZEN, DRIED, SALTED OR IIIIIRINE, WITH OR WITHOUT SHELL 
WOOD SAWN 'OR CUT LENGTHWISE, SliCED OR IIARICED, WHETHER OR NOT PlANED, SANDED OR FINGER-JOINTED, WITH A 
4407 1MCICNESS 01' .. 6...  . 
1130562 COD 'GAllUS IIIORHUA. GADUS OGAC, GADUS MACROCEPHALUS', SALTED OR IIIIIRINE ONLY (EXCl. FUETS) 
120100 SOYA BEANS, WHETHER OR NOT IIROICEN 
CRUISE SHI'S, EXCURSION BOATS, FERRY-8DATS, CARGO SHPS, BARGES AND Slloii..AR VESSELS FOR THE TRANSPORT 01' 
119111  P£R50NS OR GOODS 
0304!10 FROZEN FISH IEAT, WHETHER OR NOT llliiCED (Exa... FUETS) 
180430 CAVIAR AND CAVIAR SUIISllTUTES PREPARED FROM FISH EGGS 
1110414  PREPARED OR PRESERVED TUNAS. SICI'JM:KAND Al\.NfTIC BONITO, WHOLE OR Ill PIECES (EXCl. UliiCED) 
030410 FRESH ORCHI.LED FUETSAND OTHER FISH IEAT, WHETHER OR NOT MINCED 
2401  UNMANUFACl\JAEO TOBACCO; TOBACCO REFUSE 
0406 CHEESE AND CURD 
JUK:E 01' FRUIT OR VEGETAIIl.ES. WHETHER OR NOT CONTAINING ADDED SUGAR OR OTHER SWEETENING MATTER (Exa... 
FERMENTED OR CONTAINING ALCOHOL.IIIIXlUAES. CflftUS FRUIT, PINEAPI'LE, TOMATO, GRAPE, INCl. GIW'E MJST AND APPLE 
200910 AICE) 
COCONUT 'COPRA', PAUUCERNEL OR 11A8ASSU OI.AND FRACTIONS THEREOf', WHETHER OR NOT REFINED,IIUTNOT 
1513 CIEYCALLYUOOFIED  . 
2!105 ACYa.IC ALCOHOLS AND THEIR HALOGENATED, SULI'HONATED, NITRATED OR NITROSATED DERtVATIIIES 
7 
AMnY.C ~ 
ImpOrtS by EU of lhe 1M1n praducls from Aruba 
PETROlEUM OilS AND Ol.S OBTAINED FROM IIITUioiNDUS lloiNERALS (EXCL CRUDE); PREPARATIONS CONTAINING ...  78 'II. BY 
WEIGHT OF PETROLEUM OilS OR OF OilS OBTAINED FROM B~S  MIIERALS. THESE OilS BEING TlE BASIC 
2710 CONSTil\JENTS OF TlE  PREPARATIONS N.E.S. 
100630 SEMI-UI.LED OR WHOI.L  Y MILLED RICE 
PETROlEUU COKE. PETROlEUM BITUMEN AND OTHER RESIDUES OF PETROlEUM 01. OR OF OIL OBTAINED FROM BIT1JMN)US 
2713 NINEAALS N.E.S. 
DIAMONDS. WHETHER OR NOT WORKED. BUT NOT MOUNTED OR SET (EXCL UNMOUNTED STONES FOR PICI<-U' ST'ILUSES. 
7102 WORICED STON:S. SUITABlE FOR USE AS PARTS OF METERS, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS OR OllER  ARTICLES OF CHAPTER 901 
100640 BROKEN RICE 
0406 CHEESE NG  CURD 
2701  COAL: BRIQUETTES, OIIOIDS AND SIMILAR SOliD FUELS MANUFACTURED FROM COAL 
220830 WHISKIES 
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR L ..  E TELEPHONY OR ~E  TELEGRAPHY, INC\.LIDING SUCH APPARATUS FOR CARRER.CURRENT 
11517  ~E  SYSTEMS  . 
120500 RAPE OR COLZA SEEDS, WHETHER OR NOT BROICEN 
INSTRVMENTS AND APPLIANCES USED ..  MEDICAL, SURGICAL, DENTAL OR VETERINARY SCENCES, ..CL SCINTIGRAPMC 
90111  APPARAnJS, OllER ELECTRO-MEDICAL APPARATUS AND SIGHT-TESTING ..sTRUMENTS N.E.S. 
100620 HUS1CED OR BROWN RICE 
ORGANIC SURFACE-ACTNE AGENTS (EXCL SOAPS); SURFACE-AC11\IE PREPARATIONS, WASHING PREPARATIONS, ..cL 
AUXI.IARYWASHING PREPARAT10NS, AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS. WHETHER OR NOT CONTAINING SOAP(EXCL THOSE OF 
3402  HEADING 3401) 
4011  NEW PNEUW.TIC lYRES, OF RUBBER 
II 
....... v.c .......... 
""""""' 
lmpofts by EU ollhe main products,,_ Netllerlands Allllles 
PETROl£tJM Ol.S AHIJ Ol.S OBTAINED FROM BITUMINOUS WERALS (EXCL. CRUDE); PREPARATIONS CONTAINING ... 70 'II. BY 
WEIGHT Of' PETROLEUM OILS OR Of' Ol.S OBTAINED FROM BITUMINOUS MINERALS. THESE Ol.S BEING THE BASIC 
2710 CONSTITUENTS Of' THE PREPARATIONS N E.S. 
100630 SEiol.aaLED.OR WHOt.l  Y MI.LED RICE 
DIAMONDS, WHETHER OR NOT WORKED, BUT NOT MOUNTED OR SET (EXCL. UNMOUNTED STONES FOR PICK-UP STYLUSES, 
7102  WOAICEO STONES. SUITABLE FOR USE AS PARTS OF METERS, UEASURifG INSm\JUENTS OR OTHER ARTICLES Of' CHAPTER 90) 
M103 YACHTS AHIJ OTHER VESSELS FOR PLEASURE OR SPORTS: ROWING BOATS AND CANOES 
CAUISE sa.5,  EXCURSION BOATS, FERRY-BOATS, CARGO SHIPS, BARGES AND SUI.AR VESSELS FOR THE TRANSPORT Of' 
1901  PERSONS OR GOODS 
030342 FROZEN YB.LOWF ..  TUNAS 
1011840 11R01CEN Rice 
11111620  HUSICED OR BROWN RICE 
030343 FROZEN SICIPJACK OR STRIP£-8ElliED BONITO 
270!1 PETROlEUM Ol.S AND Ol.S OBTAINED FROU BIT\MNOUS MINERALS, CRUDE 
11408 STEAM TURBINES AND OTHER VAPOUR TURBINES 
030349 FROZEN TUNAS (EXCL ALBACORE OR LONGFINNED AND YELLOWFIN) 
9 
.....  v.c ~ 
1111ports bJ EU of  1M INIIII pi'Oducts .,_ ~ 
11!103 YACHTS AND OllER  VESSELS FOR PLEASURE OR SPORTS; RO\WIG BMTS  AND CANOES 
8542  ELECTRONC INTEGRATED CIRCUIJS AND~'SEMM  FS 
WINE OF FRESH GRAPES. INCL FORTFED WINES; GRAPE MUST, PARll  Y  FENEHTED, OF ACTuAL ALCOHOLIC STR£N01H OF., 
2204 0.5 •  VOl, WHEllER OR NOT WITH ADDED ALCOHOL  . 
2201140 RUUANDTAFFIA 
091020 SAFFRON 
030420 FROZEN FISH FLLETS 
WASTE AND SCIW', OF COPPER (EXCL INGOTS OR 01HER SIIAAR UNWROUGHT SHAPES, OF REIB.  TEO COPPER WASTE AND 
7404  SCRAP, ASHES AND RESIDUES CONTAINitG COPPER)  . 
FROZEN ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA CRAIM'lSH, WHE1ltER IN SHELL OR NOT, INCL ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA 
030611 CRAWFISH IN SHELL. COOKED BY Sl'EAMNC OR BY BOLING IN WATER 
8425 PULLEY TACICLE AND HOISTS. OllER  11tAH SICP HOISTS; WINCHES AHD CAPSTANS; JACKS 
PARTS AND ACCE$SORIES FOR TRACTORS. MOTOR~  FOR 1lE  TIWISPORT OF TEN OR MOR£ PERSONS, MOTOR CARS 
AND 01HER MOTOR \IENClES PRINCI'AI.L  Y DESIGNED FOR 1lE  TRANSPORt OF PERSONS. MOTOR \IENClES FOR 1lE 
1701 TRANSPORT OF GOODS AND SPECW. PURPOSE MOTOR \IENClES OF HEADING NOS 1701 TO 1705, N.E.S. 
GOAT OR KIDSICIN LEAlltER. DEHAIRED (EXCL CHAMOIS LEAlltER, PATENT LEAlltER. PATENT I.AIIIMTEO LEAnER  AND 
4101 METAWZED lEA  nEAl 
0901 11  COFFEE (EXCL. ROASTED AND DECAFFEINATED) 
MOL  YaoENuu AND ARTICLES 1HEREOF N.E.S.; MOLYBDENUM WASTE AND SCRAP (EXCL ASH AND RESDJES CONTAINING 
1102 MOl  YllllENIAolt  •  . 
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR LINE TELEPHONY OR LINE TELEGRAPHY, INCLUDING SUCH APPARATUS FOR CARRIER.ctJAAENT 
1517 LINE SYSTEMS 
7325 ARTICLES OF IRON OR STEEL, CAST, N.E.S. 
MACHINES AND MECHANICAL APPLIANCES HAVING INDMDUAI. FUNC110NS, NOT SPECFEO OR INCLUDED ELSEWEAE IN nilS 
8479 CHAPTER 
muN1CS. SUIT, VNIIfY, EXECUTIIIE,IIRIEF, SPECTACLE,IIINOCU.AR, CMIERA.IoiJSICAI.INSTRUUENT, GUN CASES, H0LS1ERS 
AND~  TRA\IELIJNG, TOILET BAGS, RUCICMCICS. HANDIAGS. SCHOOL SATCHELS, SltOI FIIG-IIAOS. WAU..ETS,I'URSES. 
MAP, CIGAAEirE CASES. TQ8ACCO.fiOUCIES. TOOl. SPORTS MGS.IIOTTlE. JEWEUERY, POWDER.W:S, CUTlERY CASES 
4202  AHD uaAR,  OF LEAlHER, l'lASTICS, lEXTU -~  WLCANIZED F8IE  OR PAPERIIOMD 
CUTTLEFISH 'SEPIA OFfiCIIMUS, ROSSIA~  SEPIOIA SPP.' AHD SQUI)  'OIMUTREPHES SPP., LOUGO SPP., 
030749 NOTOTOOMUS SPP., SEPIOTEUYHIS SPP.', FROZEN, DREO, SALTED OR IN BRINE, WITH OR WITHOUT SHELL 
4011  NEWPNE\UATICT'tRES,OF....:R  . 
ESSENTIAL 01.$, WHEllER  OR NOT TEAPENElESS.INCL CONCRETES AHD AIISQUITES; RESINOIDS: CONCENI'RATES OF 
ESSENTIAL OLS IN FATs. FIXED OLS, WAXES OR 1lE  LtCE, OBTAINED BY ENFLEUAACE OR IIMCI!AATIDN; T£IIIENC BY-
3301  PRODUCTS OF ESSEtnW. Ot..S; AQUEOUS DISTU.ATES AND AQUEOUS SOlUTIONS OF ESSENTIAL OLS 
9012 ELECTRON 1iCR0SC01'E5. PROTON ..cROSCOPES AND DIFFRACTION APPARATUS 
10 
.--v.c "'"""'  --'l 
Imports br  EU or lw  .....  produce.,._ C.,..  ....... 
11!103  YACHTS NIO OTHER VESSELS FOR PlEASURE OR SPORTS; ROWING BOATS NIO  CANOES 
POWERED AIRCRAFT -E.G. HELICOPTERS NIO  AEROPLAHE5-; SPACECIW'T -tNCL. SAT'EiuT£5-ANO SPACECIW'T I.AIJNCH 
111102  VEHICLES 
DIAMONDS, N:tE1HER OR NOT WOAICED,IUT NOT MOUNl£D OR SET (EXCL UNMOUNTED STOHES FOR PaU"  lmi.USES. 
7102  WORICED STONES. lUll'  AILE FOR USE AS PARTS OF METERS. MEASURING INSTIUIENTS OR OTHER ARTIClES OF CIW"TER tot 
CRUISE .....  EXCURSION BOATS. FEARY-IOATS, CARGO StW'S,IARGES AND SM1..AR VESSELS FOR nt1! TRANSPORT OF 
11!101  PERSONS OR GOODS 
ROCK U»SYER NID OTHER SEA CRAV11F1SH. WHETHER IN SHElL OR NOT. INCL. IN SHELL. COOICEO IY ~OR  IY 101.1NG 
030621  IN WAlm  (I!XCL FROZEN! 
.-a3 IIAHANAI,INCL PLANTAINS. FRESH OR DAlEO 
MACI..eRV  FOR WORICING RUBIIER OR PLASTICS OR FOR ntl! IMNUFACTURE OF PRODUCTS FROM nti!SE IIMTERW.S, NOT 
84n SPECFEO OR INCLUDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS CHAPTER 
11 
....  v.c ~ 
Imports by EU ollhe IMin products,_ Falc!Md.....,. 
CUTTLEFISH 'SEPio' OFFICINAI.IS. ROSSIA MACROSOIM. SEPIOLA SPP: AND SOUID 'OMIMSTR£PHES SPP  .• LOUGO SPP  .• 
030749 NOTOTOOARUS SPP. SEPIOTEuniS SPP ',FROZEN. DRIED. SALTED OR IN BRINE. 1MTH OR WllltOUT SHELL 
IIOU.USCS. FIT FOR HUMAN CONStM'TION, WITH OR WITHOUT SHELl, FROZEN. DRIEO. SALTED OR IN BRINE. N.E.S., INCL. SEA 
URCHINS. SEA Q  ICIIIMERS AND OllER  AQUATIC INIIERTEIIRATES OTHER THAN CRUSTACEANS; FLOURS.IIoiEALS AND PELLETS 
030791 OF AOtM.TIC IN\IERTEMATES OTHER THAN CRUSTACEANS, FIT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (EXCL CHLL£01 
5101  WOOL. NEITHER CARDED NOR CCUIEO (EXCL COTTON! 
1130371 FROZEN twCE 'IIEJilUCCIUS SPP  ~ UROPtf'tCIS SPP.'  • 
FROZEN FAESHWATERAND SAl.lWATERFISH(EXCL SALMONIDAE, FlATFISH. 1\JNAS, SICPJACKOR STRIP£.8ELliEO BONITO. 
HERRINGS. COD. SAAI»ES, SNli»EUA. BRISLING OR SPRATS. HADDOCK. COAI..FISH. MACI<EREl. DOGFISH AND OllER 
1130379 StWIICS, EB.S. SEA BASS AND twCE) 
DIRECTION FINDING COW"ASSES; OTHER NA\IIGAT10NALINSTRUUENTS AND APPt.JANCES (EXCL RADIO NAVIGATIOHAl 
9014  EOUI'MENT) 
POWERED AIRCRAFT <.G. HELICOPTERS AND AEROPLANE$-; SPACECRAFT ..JNCL SATELliTE$- AND SPACECRAFT lAUNCH 
11102 VEICLES 
PE1'ROI..EUM OILS AND OI.S OBTAINED FROM III'T....otJS ...aw.5  (EXCL CRUDE): PREPARATIONS CONTMMG,.. 70,. BY 
INEIGHT OF PE1'ROlEUM OI.S OR OF OILS OBTAINED FROM 8I1\JIMOUS MN:RALS, nESE OILS BEING THE BASIC 
2710 CONSTITUENTS OF nE  PREPARATIONS N.E.S. 
1411 ~  ~RSAHDOnERGASTURIIINES 
4703 c:ttEWCN.. WOOD PULP, ~OR  SUI..PHATE (EXCL DISSOlVING GRADES) 
MEASURING OR CHECICING INSTRUMENTS. APPLIANCES AND MACHN;S NOT B.SEWHERE SPECFIED IN CHAPTER 90; PROFU 
9031  PROJECTORS  . 
CINEMATOGRAI'tC CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS, WHETl£R OR NOT INCORPORATING SOUND RECORDING OR R£PROOUCING 
9007 APPARAnJS (EXCL VIDEO EOUI'MENT) 
ELECTRICAL APPARAnJS FOR LINE TELEPHONY OR LINE TELEGRAPHY, INCLUDING SUCH APPARAnJS FOR CARRIER-cuRRENT 
1517 LINE SYSTEMS 
DERRICICS, CRANES. INCLUDING CAIIlE CRANES (EXCL WHEB.-MDUNTED CRANES AND VEHICLE CRANES FOR RALWAYS); 




llnpofts by EU of lhe main products tram lolontsernt 
8903  YACHTS AND OTHER VESSELS FOR PLEASURE OR SPORTS. ROWING BOATS AND CANOES 
DIAMONlS. WHETHER OR NOT WORKED. BUT NOT MOUNTED OR SET (EXCL. lN«XJNTED STONES FOR PICK-UP STYlUSES. 
7102 WORKED STONES. SUITABLE FOR USE AS PARTS OF METERS. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS OR OTHER ARTICLES OF CHAPTER 90) 
100630 SEMI-MILLED OR WHOllY MILLED RICE 
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR SWITCHING OR PROTECTING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS. OR FOR IIAICING CONNECTIONS TO OR IN 
ElECTRICAl CIRCUITS .fOR EXAMPLE. SWITCHES. R£lAYS. FUSES. SURGE Sli'PR£SSORS. PlUGS. SOCKETS. UU".ftOLQERS 
8536 AND JUNCTION BOXES. FOR A VOLTAGE •< 1 000 V (EXCL CONTROL DESICS. CAIIINETS. PANElS ETC. OF HfADii!G NO 1537) 
T  ..  WASTE AND SCRAP (EXCL ASH AND RESIDUES FROM THE llotANUFACTURE OF TIN OF HEADING NO 2820. AND IIGOTS AND 
11002  Sloiii.AR UNWROUGHT T  ..  PRODUCED FROM MElTED TIN WASTE AND SCRAP OF HEADING NO 11101) 
9706 ANTIQUES OF > 100 YEARS OLD 
PAINTINGS. E.G. 01. PAI'tr..GS. WATERCOLOURS AND PASTELS. AND DRAWINGS EXECUTED ENTIRElY BY HAND (EXCL 
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS AND THE liCE OF HEADING 4!106. AND HAHD-¥AI'tl'EO OR ttAND«CDRATED IMNUFACTUREO ARTICLES); 
9701  COLLAGES ANO SMt.AR DECORATIVE PLAQUES  ' 
8526 RADAR APPARATUS. RADIO NAVIGATIONAl. .AID APPARATUS AND RADIO REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS 
8542  ELECTRONIC l'tl'EGRATEO CIRCUITS AND MICROASSEiotlll.IES 
CRUISE~  EXCURSION BOATS. FERRY-BOATS. CARGO SHIPS. BARGES AND SIMI.AR VESSELS FOR THE -mANSPORT OF 
8901  PERSONS OR GOODS 




.......  br EU , ..  llllllnpniCiucla r.-Pllcalm 
SPECTACLES. GOGGlES AND THE LICE. CORAECTNE. I'ROTECTNE OR OTHER (EXCL SPECTACLES FOR TEST1NG EYESIGHT, 
11104  CONTACT I.EJISES. SPECTACLE LENSES AND FRMIES AND MOUNTINGS FOR SPECTACLES) 
0110'11 1 COFFEE (EXCL. ROASftO  AND DECAFFEIIMTED) 
5201  COTTON, NEITHER CARDED NOR COia:D  . 
1111  liMES' GMioEN1'S AND Q.OTHIIO ACCESSOAIES. 1CNil1ED OR CROCHETED CEXCL HATS) 
813 STATUETTES AND OTHER ORNMIENrAI. C8tAMC ARTICLES N.E.S. 
1112 TRACIC-SUITS, SIQ.$UTS AND SWIMWENt,ICifiTED OR CROCHETED 
1542 El£CTROfiiC INTEGRA  TEO CIRCUITS ANDWCROASSS&JES 
1130343 FROZEN IICIP.MCK OR STIW'E-8EUJED IIONITO 
4105 OTHER PAPER AND PAPERBOARD, ~TED.  IN ROLLS OR SHE£TS AS SPECFED IN NOTE 7A OR 711 TD etwrrER ..  N.E.S. 
PAPER, PAI'I!MOMD, ca.u•  OSE WADDING AND WEllS OF Cf!!tl  OSf .,_._IN  SlAPS  OR ROLL$ wmt  A WDTH OF .c  15 
CM. IN RECTANGUlAR OR SQUME SHEETS, WllH NO SIDE lotEASUR1NG • 31 CM It  THE lJIIFOLDED STATE. AND ARTICLES OF 
4123 PAPER PULP. PAPER. PAI'£RBOARO, Cfl Ll' OSE WAOOIIIG OR WEllS OR CEI..LlJlOSE FaES,  N.E.S. 
AEFRIOERATORI. FAEEZERS AND ontE«  AEFRIGEAATING OR FREEZING EQUFUENT, ELECTR1C OR OTHER; HEAT PUioPS 
.1411 CElCCL AIR COIIDITIC)tMG MACNNES OF HEADING NO 1415) 
1205 MEN'S OR BOYS' SHRTS CEXCL ICNI1TED OR CROCHETED, MGHT'!ItMTS. SINGlETS AND OTHER W:STS) 
IIOOICS,IRDCHURES AND SloaAR PRINTED MATTER, WHETHER OR NOT IN LOOSE~  FOAM CElCCL PERIODICALS AND 
4!101  ~MATERIAL)  .  . 
.  MEN'S OR BOYS' ~TS.  CAR-COII.TI. CAPES. CLOMS. ANORAKS, INCL. SICWACICETS. MDOIEATERS, ~ 
1201  AND SM.ARARTIClES CEXCI..ICNITTED OR CROCHETED, SUITS, ENSEMI ES. .MCICETS,III.AZERS AND TROUSERS) 
WOllEN FAIAICS CONTAINING • 50,.  TD c 15,.  S'tNl1tETlC STAPLE FIM£5 11Y WEIGHT, MIXED PRINCI'ALLY OR SOLB.Y WITH 
5513 COTTOHANDWE....O •c 170GPERM2 
1532 ELECTRICAL CAPACffORS. FIXED, VARWILE OR AOJUSTAIR.E. 'PA£-sEr 
_,  SETTS, CURIISlONES AND fUGSTONES. OF NATUIW. STONE (£JCCL SlATE) 
TOYS C£lCCL WHEB.ED TOYS DESIGNED TD IE  RmDEN IIY c:taDREN, OOI.LS' CMRIAG£S AND DOllS REPRESENTING ONLY 
!1503 Ht.wtiEIIIGSt R£DUCEO..SIZE 'IICAL£' RECREATIONAL loiODELS. WORDIG OR NOT: PUZZLES OF ALL KINDS 
9M2 DOLLS REPRESENTING ONLY ...wtiEINGS 
FlSNNO RODS. f1SH..HOOICS AND OTHER LIE  FlSNNO TACICL£ N.E.S; FISH I.ANI»>G NETS, IUTIERFl  Y NETS AND Sllola.AR NETS; 
1507 DECO'IS AND SM.AR HUNTING OR IHDOTING RECUSR£8 CElCCL THOSE OF~  11201 AND 1705) 
3121 ARTICLES OIF I'I.ASTICS OR OlHEilMATERIM.S OIF HEAMIIGS 3101 TD _,4  N.E.S. 
CH1!MCA1. PREPARATIONS FOR PHDTOGAAPtiC USES OTHER 1IWI  VARNatES. GLUES. ADtESIIIES AND SMAR 
PREPARATIONS; lNoiiX£0  PRODUCTS FOR fiHOTDGftN'NC USES. IN 1o1EASURE0 DOSES OR PUr  UP FOR RETAIL SALE REIDY 
3707  FOR USE IEXCL SALTS, PRECIOUS METAL coMPouNDs AND PRClOUCTS OF HEAIMGS 2843 TD 341) 
7321 ARTICLES OIF IR()N OR STEEL. N.E.S. CEXCL CAST ARTIClES) 
1714 PARTS AND ACCESSORES FOR loiOTDR.cYCI.ES, IICYa.ES IMl  INVALID CARRIAGES. N.E.S. 
WOllEN FAIRtCS 01F SYNTHETIC FLWENT YARN, INCl. loiONOFUMEJfT OIF ..  17.DECITEX AND wmt  A  IIMICMJiol OWIE1£R OIF 
~·c1lollol  · 
IMCMNERY, NOT SPECFIED OR INCLUDED ELSEWHERE IN 1HIS CtW1£R. FOR THE INOUSTIML I'AENRATIDN OR 
IMNUFACTUIIE OF FOOD OR ORNC !OTHER TIWIIMCMNERY FOR THE EXTRACTION OR PREPARATION OF~  OR FIXED  • 
1431 YEGETAILE FATS OR OILS) 
loGTDR.cYCI.ES -INCLUDING 1o10PEDS-AND CVClES Flf1ED WITH M  AUXIlJARY loiOTOR. wmt  OR wrntDUI' SIJE.CARS: SIDE· 
1711  CARS  . 
IIIDTOR CARS AND OtHER loiOTDR VENCLES PRINCI'ALLY DESIGNED FOR THE TRANSPORT OF PERSONS. INCLUDING STATION 
11m WAGONS AND RACING CARS1EXCL loiDTOR w:tCLES  OF HEADMG NO 1702) 
1211 GLOIIES.Ioii'JlBIS AND lloflTS OF ALL lWEI  OF TEXnLE MAT£RIALS C£XCL ICNI1TED OR CROCHETED AND FOR liMES) 
PARTS AND ACCESSORES C0THER 1IWI  CCMRS. CARRYING CASES AND THE LICE) SIMTABLE FOR USE SOLB.Y OR 
1473 PAINCPALL  Y WITH loiACHINES OIF HEADING NOS 1419 TO 1472 N.E.S. 
14 
a-v.c 
'•  • ,. 
030420 FROZEN FISH FUETS 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING ~SAND  UNITS THEREOF; IMGNETIC OR OPYlCAl READERS,IIIACtMES FOR 
8471  TRANSCRIBitfG DATA ONTO DATAMEIM Ill COOED FOAM AND lloiiiCHiiiES FOR PROCESSING SUCH OATAN.E.S. 
OSCUOSCOP£S. SPECTRUM ANALYSER$ AND OTHER INSTRUIENTS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING OR CHECICING 
· ElECTRICAL QUANTIIES; INSTRUiotEHTS AND APPARATUS FOR UEASURING OR DETECTING AU'Ho\, !lETA, GMoWA, x.MYS. 
9030 COSIC OR OTHER IONIZING RADIATIONS 
FROZEN ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA CRAWFISH, WIETHER Ill StELL OR NOT,INCL ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA 
0301111  CRAWFISH Ill SHEU.. COOICEO IIY S1£AMIIG OR IIY IDLING Iii  WAteR 
160540 CRUSTACEANS. PREPARED OR PRESEIM:D (EXa.. CRABS. SHRIMPS, PRAWNS AND LOeSTER) 
160414  PREPARED OR PRESERIIEDTUNAS, SICIPMCICANDAl\NITIC BONITO, WHOLE OR Ill PIECES CEXCL ...cEDI 
FROZEN FRESHWATER AND SALTWATER FISH CEXCL SAUoClNIJAE, FLAT FISH. 1UWl.  SICIPJN:K OR STM'E.aa.uEO  IIONITO, 
HERRINGS. COO. SARI*E$, SARD1i1ELLA. IIAISLING OR SPRAT$, HAD00CK. COoW'lSH, MAC1CEREL. DOGFISH AND OTHER 
030379 SI4MICS. EB.S, SEA BASS AND twCE) 
PARTS AND ACCEssoRIEs (OTHER THAN COVERS. CARR'tiNG CASES AND THE LICE) SUITAIIII.E FOR USE SOlELY OR PRINCPALL  Y 
84n wmt  IIIACHIIIES OF HEAOiiiG NOS 118  TO 1472 N.E.S. 
030342 FROZEN YEUOWFIH lUNAS 
SPECIAl. PURPOSE MOTOR VENCLES, OTHER THAN THOSE PAINCI'ALLY DESIGNED FOR THE TRANSPORT OF PERSONS OR 
GOOIIS, E.G.IRENCIXMN LORRIES. CRANE LORRES, FIR£ FIGHTING VENCLE$, CONCRETE-MXEA LORRE$, RCWJ SWEEPER 
1105 LORRIES. SPRAYING LORRIES. ...U  WOAICSHOPS AND IIDIII.E RAD101.0G1CAL UNITS 
03117581 OCTOPUS 'OCTOPUS SPP.', FROZEN. DAED, SALTED OR Iii  BRINE. WITH OR wmtOUr SHEU 
0!111111  COFFEE (EXCL.IIOASTED AND DECAFFEINAlED) 
JERSEYS. PULLOIIEAS. CARDIGANS, WAISTCOATS AND SIMUR AR11ClES,ICNITTED OR CROCtttiED (EXCL WADDED 
6110 WNST'COATS) 
ElECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR LIE  TELEPHON't OR LINE TB.EGRAPHY, INCLUDING SUCH APPARATUS FOR CAAAIER.CUR:NT 
1517 LIIIE SYSTEMS 
IMC:ttltE-TOOI.S .a.uDING  WAY-TYP£ UNIT HEAD IMCNNES- FOR DRII.l.liiO. 80R1NG. .uNG,.  1'HREAI*G OR TM'I'ING 11Y 
~UETM..ccma  ntAN  LAntES OF HEHMGM0.1451. GEAR CUTTMG loWHNES OFHEAOIIIG N0 ..  1 AND IMCHIIIES 
1458 FOil~  ..  litE  HMDI  . 
MOULDI«J IOJCES FGIIETAL FOUIGlY; MOU.D IIASES; MDII.DIIO PAJTERNS; MOULDS FGIIETAL (01HER 'AWl  INGOT 
IIOULIISL M!TM. CAAII)ES. CllAIS. flllti:IW.IMTERIN.S. ,_....  011 PlASTICS (EXCL MOULDS OF OAAPHnE OR cmtEil 
I4ID CMBOMa, C:SW.C OROI.ASS MOULDS AND l.JNO"miE MDIA.DSOR IMlRICES)  . 
1101 PARTS SUITABLE FOR USE SOI.ElY OR PAINCI'ALLYWIIH 1HE IMCttliiERY  OF HEADING NOS 142510  IGII, N.E.S. 
15 
AMnV.C .  l., "" 
~ 
lmpotts by EU of the INin  products from Turks Md Calcos lsiMds 
100630 SE~LED  OR WHOllY MillED RICE 
2709 PETROLEUM OilS AND OILS OBTAINED FROM DITlJMINOUS MINERALS. CRUDE 
DIAMONDS, WHETHER OR NOT WORKED, BUT NOT MOUNTED OR SET (EXCL. UNMOUNTED STONES FOR PICK.IJP STYlUSES, 
7102 WORKED STONES, SUITABLE FOR USE AS PARTS OF METERS, MEASURING NSTRUMENTS OR OTHER ARTICLES OF CHAPTER 90) 
FROZEN ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA CRAWFISH, WHETHER IN SHELL OR NOT,IHCL ROCK LOBSTER AND OTHER SEA 
030611  CRAWFISH IN SHELL, COOKED BY STEAMING OR BY BOILING IN WATER 
MEN'S OR BOYS' OVERCOATS, CAR-COATS. CAPES, CLOAKS, ANORAKS, INCL SKI-JACKETS. WIND-CHEATERS, WINO-JACKETS 
6201  AND SNII.AR ARTICLES (EXCL. KNITTED OR CROCHETED. SUITS. ENSEMBLES, JACKETS, BLAZERS AND TROUSERS) 
MACHINES NKJ MECHANICAL APPLIANCES HAVING INDMDUAL FUNCTIOMS, NOT SPECIFIED DR INCLUDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS 
8479 CHAPTER 
6205 MEN'S OR BOYS' SHIRTS (EXCL KNITTED OR CROCHETED. NIGHTSHIRTS, SINGLETS AND OTHER VESTS) 
FROZEN SHRIMPS AND PRAWNS, WHETHER IN SHELL OR NOT, INCL SHRIMPS AND PRAWNS IN SHELL, COOKED BY STEAMING OR 
030613  BY BOI.IHG IN WATER  , 
MEN'S OR BOYS' SUITS, ENSEMBLES, JACKETS, BLAZERS, TROUSERS. BIB AND BRACE OVERALLS, BREECHES AND SHORTS 
(EXCL KNITTED OR CROCHETED, WIND-JACKETS AND SIMILAR ARTICLES, SEPARATE WAISTCOATS. TRACK SUITS. SKI SUITS AND 
6203  SWIMWEAR!  . 
ITEMS OF CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, OF LEATHER OR COW'QSmON LEATHER (EXCL FDOTWARE AND 
4203  HEADGEAR AND PARTS THEREOF, AND GDOOS OF CHAPTER 95, E.G. SHIH GUARDS, FENCING MASKS) 
MOLLUSCS, FIT FOR HUMAN CONSUUPTION, WITH OR WITHOliT SHEll, FROZEN, DRIED, SAL  TED OR IN BRINE, N.E.S., INCL SEA 
URCHINS, SEA ClJCIMBERS AND OTHER AQUA  TIC NIIERTEBRATES OTHER THAN CRUSTACEANS; FLOURS, MEALS AND PELLETS 
030799 OF AQUATIC INIIERTEBRATES OTHER THAN CRUSTACEANS, FIT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (EXCL CHILLED) 
JERSEYS, PULLOVERS, CARDIGANS, WAISTCOATS AND SNII.AR ARTICLES, KNITTED OR CROCHETED (EXCL WADDED 
6110 WAISTCOATS) 
11903  YACHTS AHO OTHER VESSELS FOR PLEASURE OR SPORTS; ROWING BOATS AND CANOES 
1110640 BROKEN RICE 
INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES USED IN GEODESY, TOPOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAioWETRICAL SURVEYING, HVOROGRAPHV, 
9015 OCEAHOGAAI'HY, IMlROLOGY, METEOROLOGY OR GEOPHYSICS (EXCL COioW'ASSES); RANGEFIHOERS 




Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
030331  Fh~tans congeh!s 
1992  1993  1994  19.95  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
&0406  Groenland  1204  2989  1505  3888  2819  7605  2658  8075  3582  11620  4988  15741 
&0408  S.Pierre,M  20  37  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
PTOM  1224  3027  1505  3888  2819  7605  2658  8075  3585  11631  4988  15741 
EXTRA_UE  16241  37149  13932  34000  12917  36705  12357  38770  11861  38596  13047  41920 







Importations par 1•ue des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
030420  Filets de poissons congeh!s 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996.  1997 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
&0406  Groen land  6596  25047  4236  15345  9509  33660  .  9302  36473  7572  30586  8083  32732  88,2 
&0408  S.Pierre,M  4339  15822  43  189  20  51  309  911  218  641  111  337  9,1 
&0529  II. Falkland  0  0  0  0  72  68  267  300  1063  1206  361  404  1,0 
&0463  lies Cayma  63  143  479  695  230  390  34  68  53  108  0  0  0,7 
&0890  Reg.Polair  0  0  0  0  136  497  0  0·  52  191  0  0  0,3 
&0329  Ste-Helene  3  9  8  17  46  74  119  200  65  183  90  199  0,3 
&0822  Polynesie F  0  0  0  1  9  36  7  26  12  51  73  233  0,2 
PTOM  11014  41080  4767  16247  10021  34777  10037  37979  9071  33066  8719  33906  100 
EXRA_UE  392434  960538  390414  925327  434003  971582  465159  1064820  505274  1149995  507200  1251312 
PTOMIEXTRA_UE (%·  2,8  4,3  1,2  1,8  2.3  . 3,6  2,2  3,6  1,8  2,9  1,7  2,7 
~ 
~  2 AnnexeV.D 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des.PTOM 
030613  Crevettes (~ivantes, fraiches, refrigerees, congelees, salees, sechees ou en saumure) 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000.ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
&0406  Groenland  29042  100488  25602  85273  27661  75622  22969  68219  25916  80898  24183  70662  97,3 
&0809  N.Caledon  188  1737  93  839  221  1966  303  2708  208  1754  350  3289  2,5  2,485566 
&0454  Turks,Caic  0  0  81  857  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ' 
0,2  0,173246. 
0 
PTOM  29248  . 102310  25776  86970  27902  77731  23272  70927  26124  82651  24533  73950  100  100 
EXTRA_UE  224202  1094370  205301  1049826  229268  1245678  227819  1280270  .  241695  1280425  234073  1322383 
PTOMIEXTRA_UE (%  13,0  9,3  12,6  8,3  12,2  6,2  10,2  5,5  10,8  6,5  10,5  5,6 
~  3 'V', 
~ 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
030749  Seiches et sepioles, calmars et encornets ni vivants, ni frais, ni retrigeres 
'  1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 
&0529  II.  Falkland  2250  1750  2302  1917  4368  5649  16388  12086  23576  23016  10125  23030 
&0408  S.Pierre,M  0  0  0  0  802  1087  0  0  0  0  9  12 
&0463  lies Cayma  0  0  0  0  47  141  0  0  0  0  0  0 
PTOM  2252  1756  2302  1917  5230  6894  16388  12086  23576  23016  10135  23042 
EXTRA_UE  142592  278092  133560  284006  164704  330704  180595  375102  160310  330309  186849  439487 
PTOM/EXTRA_UE {%  1,6  0,6  1,7  0,7  3,2  2,1  9,1  3,2  14,7  7,0  5,4  5,2 
4 







Importations par I"UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
100630 Riz semi-blanchi ou blanch  I, _mime poll ou glace 
"1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU  . 
&0478  Antilles NL  12406  6112  68023  41926  158312  93000  152530  86114  185885  103500  78510  41732 
&0474  Aruba  0  0  0  0  5591  3192  15033  7960  - 23252  11867  29381  14609 
&461- llesV.erge  0  0  0  0  0  0  11223  6636  26331  14310  8295  4444 
&0454  Turks,Caic  0  0  0  0  0  0  2944  1577  9784  5531  1000  710 
PTOM  ,2430  6139  68035  41939  163926  96215  181734  102292  245253  135208  117185  61495 
EXTRA-UE  110409  44518  153798  77832  249705  133925  284243  144342  342814  186856  191550  117837 










Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
160520 Crevettes (preparees ou conservees) 
1992  1993  1994  1995 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg 
&0406  Groen land  12838  81~72  9633  64156  18933  102117  12119  nsa2  1M39 
PTOM  12838  81~72  9633  . 64156  16933  102117  12119  n582  1M39 
EXTRA__UE  66728  337898  56n4  326629  68742  407622  73071  486348  78620 
PTOMIEXTRA_UE (%  19,2  24,1  17,0  19,6  24,6  . 25,1  16,6  16,0  17,1 
6 
AnnexeV.D 
1996  1997 
1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU  % 
91645  .  11646  70133  100 
91645  11646  70133  100 
508421  79892  496n8 
18,0  14,6  14,1 AnnexeV.D 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en_provenance des PTOM 
Huiles de petrole ou de mineraux bitumeux, autres que les huilles brutes; preparations non,denommees ni comprises 
2710  ailleurs, contenat en poids 70% ou plus d'huiles de petrole ou de mineraux bitumeux et don't ces huiles constituent 
!'element de base  · 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU  Ofo 
&0478  Antilles NL  1005309  84567  643465  51463  659242  52705  1312809  121093  1279834  128037  734412  114052  88,7 
&0474  Aruba  123653  12333  0  0  147089  12144  ~1891  4096  32425  6499  84972  14900  8,0 
&0822  ·  Polynesie F  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  58232  12635  2,0 
&0408  S.Pierre,M  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  15632  2080  54649  4390  1,0 
&0529  I[ Falkland  0  0  6923  1018  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0,2 
PTOM  1128962  96921  650408  52481  806331  64850  1344700  125189  1327891  136617  932619  146014  100 
EXTRA-UE  84418211  9857906 81289996  9261984 79565966  6632408 66677306  7170164 67124603  6671664 67711113  9328757 




Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
4703  Pates chimiques de bois, a  Ia soude ou  au sulfate, autres.que les pates a  dissoudre 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 
&0357  Ocean lnd  0  0  6977  2298  17525  6849  15702  10223  18649  6954  13648  6194 
&0463  lies Cayma  0  0  150  44  24  10  400  277  1869  928  0  o. 
&461  lies Vierge  0  0  24  8  1437  622  0  0  0  0  0  0 
&0529  II. Falkland  0  0  0  0  0  0  1025  549  0  0  0  0 
&0408  S.Pierre,M  0  0  0  0  104  40  0  0  599  229  0  0 
PTOM  0  0  7151  2350  19089  7520  17126  11048  21118  8111  13648  6194 
EXTRA_UE  8557785  3516321  8437822  2911003  9520056  3909769  6830487  4157671  6600935  2805531  6780556  2986871 











Im-portations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
7102 Diamants, meme travailles, mais non montes ni sertis 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 EClJ-1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 
&0478  Antilles NL  0  992  0  33  0  44255  1  73034  1  102886  0  60106 
&0463  llesCayma  0  0  0  1688  0  28237  0  18547  0  22593  0  20139 
&461  lies Vierge  0  0  0  168  0  11913  0  18347  0  20246  0  11758 
&0474  Aruba  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  43  0  0  0  7181 
&0454  Turt<s,Caic  0  0  0  0  0  2760  0  2851  0  0  0  0 
PTOM  0  1014  0  1945  0  87174  1  112833  1  145786  0  99248 
EXTRA_UE  22  3893955  24  8163830  29  8569920  37  8801085  45  9837441  43 11162242 









100 "'  ~, 
Importations par I'UE des princlpaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
7202  Ferro--alliages  • 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000ECU 
&0809  N. Caledon  61092  109861  53666  96374  73102  122914  65505  120581  70802  119999  65262.  113221 
PTOM  61092  109861  53686  96374  73102  122914  65505  120581  70802  119999  65350  113313 
EXTRA-UE  1992191  1186877  2083747  1181857  2524035  1584407  2693214  2141316  2615667  1950758  2845074  2107350 




100  99,98644 
0 
100  100 ~ 
~ 
Annexe  V.D 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
7501  Mattes de nickel, sinters d'oxydes de nickel et autres produits intermediaires de.ia metallurgie du nickel 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECLnOOO Kg  1000 ECUIOOO Kg  1000 ECLnOOO Kg  1000 ECllOOO Kg  1000 ECUIOOO Kg  1000 ECU  % 
&0809  N. Caledo  10143  40014  15009  42134  13923  39594  14285  58483  14280  58426  15618  65025  100 
PTOM  10143  40014  15009  42134  13923  39594  14285  58483  14280  58426  15618  65025  100 
EXTRA_UE  72753  320129  77557  274144  65290  248411  84025  334.053  87094  321154  67415  243509 




Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
8802 Autres vehicules aeriens (helicopteres, avions, par exemple); vehicules spatiaux (y compris les satellites) et leurs vehicules lanceurs  . 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000 Kg  1000 ECU  1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU  % 
&0463  llesCayma  12  7222  6  1456  19  12758  0  0  204  232713  248  302880  95,4 
&0822  Polynesie F  2  1868  12  5511  0  0  21  8104  0  0  12  11830  3,5 
&0809  N. Caledon  12  5136  1  43  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  25  0,9 
&0529  II.  Falkland  0  0  0  0  6  1114  0  0  0  0  0  0  0,2 
PTOM  26  14225  19  7010  25  13872  21  8104  204  232713  262  307750  100 
EXTRA_UE  20698  8975320  17062  8969638  15837  8809887  18022  8561297  17195  9805103  21155  11360888 
PTOMIEXTRA_UE(%  0,1  0,2  0,1  0,1  0,2  0,2  0,1  0,1  1,2  2,4  1,2  2,7 
12 .......... 
~ 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
8901 
· Paquebots, bateaux de croish}res, transbordeurs, cargos, peniches et bateaux similaires pou! le transp~nt  de personnes 
ou de marchandises 
1992  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU  % 
&0463  lies Cayrna  22878  38810  0  0  0  0  6905  4516  49  7924  0  0  59,9 
&0478  Antines NL  0  0  2845  4920  95  286  0  0  0  0  "14780  26116  36,6 
&0408  S.Pierre,M  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  88  1632  0  0  1,9 
&461  lies Veerge  0  0  0  0  39  1108  0  0  0  0  0  0  1,3 
&0811  WaUis,FubJ  0  0  757  205  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0,2 
PTOM  22878  38810  3602  5125  134  1395  6905  4516  137  9556  14780  26116  100 
EXTRA_UE  858007  1466072  514730  2046196  471609  1305367  309031  870446  564600  1609513  638793  1379763 
PTOMIEXTRA_UE {%  2,7  2,6  0,7  0,3  0,0  0,1  2,2  0,5  .  0,0  0,6  2,3  1,9 
13 
AnnexeV.D AnnexeV.O 
Importations par I'UE des principaux produits en provenance des PTOM 
8903 Yachts et autres bateaux et embarcations de plaisance ou de sport; bateaux a  rames et canoes 
1992,00  1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
1000Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU 1000 Kg  1000 ECU  % 
&0463  lies Cayma  251  1498  1915  36216  7083  134241  6272  150691  8491  194428  14052  307122  73,7 
&0461  lies V1erge  22  181  1522  22478  1001  14880  1892  23112  2410  52623  3918  80827  17,4 
&0478  Antilles NL  298  5119  721  18795  1135  23633  631  15190  1816  21926  1166  12510  8,7 
&0446  Anguilla  0  0  0  0  0  0  62  1521  0  0  0  0  0,1 
PTOM  594  7097  4303  m35  9222  172884·  8873  190544  12755  269492  19158  400754  100 
EXTRA-UE  49331  531843  69618  928554  69687  920437  76364  1~3  74890  1145645  76173  1225829 
PTOMIEXTRA-UE (%  1,2  1,3  6,2  8,4  13,2  18,8  11,6  19,0  17,0  23,5  25,1  32,7 
... 
D  14 FRENCH OCT's 
Territories  Vlth EDF 
1986/90  1986/90 
Millions  at 31.12.92 
EURO  commited 
Mayotte  4,25  4,25 
New  7,85  7,84 
Caledonia 
French  7,85  5,22 
Polynesia 
St.Pierre and  2,6  2,6 
Miquclon 
French 
Southern and·  0,3  -
Antarctic lands 
Wallis and  3,25  3,24 
Futuna 
TOTAL  26,5 (*)  23,15 
··- - - -
Sources: 
Decision 86/283/EEC - 30 June 1986 
Decision 91/482/EEC- 25 July 1991 
Decision 97/803/EC - 24 November 1997 
DG VIII - OLAS - Livre des Comptes par pays 
('') 0,400 Millions EURO  Reserve Included 
~ 
0 
%  paid 
100  3,66 
100  6,01 
63  3,17 
100  1,6 
- -






•J.  commited  %  paid 
91  4,49  95  4,47 
77  7,83  100  7,81 
39  7,55  92  5,51 
62  3  88  3 
0,3  100  0,27 
87  3,3  88  3,19 
26,47  - 24,25 
- --- - - ----
Annex 6 
Vllth EDF  Vllth EDF  Vlllth EDF 
1991/95  1991/95  Millions EURO  1996/2000  %7/6  •t. an 
Millions  at 31.12.97  Millions 
"'· 
EURO  commited  %  paid  %  EURO 
94  6,7  6,63  99  .5,44  81  10  - -
I 
99  12,5  8,99  73  7,53  60  15,8  - -
67  13,1  4,67  35  3,56  27  14,1  - -
I 
I 




90  0,3  0,03  10  0,03  10  - - -
85  4,6  3,21  70  2,14  47  6,4  - -
I 
- 40,2  26,53  - 21,7  - 50,3  151,7  125,11 
----·-
~--~- -·- --- - --- ------ - - I 
1 -N 
DUTCH OCT's 
Countries  Vlth EDF 
1986/90  1986/90 
Millions  at 31.12.92 
EURO  commited 
Aruba  6,625  0,51 
Netherlands  19,875  19,59 
Antilles 
TOTAL  26,5  20,1 
---
Sources: 
Decision 86/283/EEC - 30 June 1986 
Decision 91/482/EEC- 25 July 1991 













~.  commited  %  paid 
4  6,62  95  5,72 
24  20,29  97  13,18 
- 26,91  - 18,9 
Annex6 
Vllth EDF  Vllth EDF  Vlllth EDF 
1991195  1991/95  Millions EURO  1996/2000  •k 7/6  %sn 
Millions  at31.12.97  Millions 
%  EURO  commited  •k  paid  •.t.  EURO 
82  7,575  7,55  100  4,29  57  8,875  - -
63  22,725  10,24  45  3,9  17  26,625  - -
- 30,3  17,79  - 8,19  - 35,5  114,3  117,2 
2 BRITI&H OCT's 
Territories  Vlth EDF. 
1986190  1986/90 
Millions  at 31.12.92 
EURO  commited  ..,.  paid 
Anguilla  1,8 
Cayman Islands  1,5 
Falkland Islands  0,7 
South Georgia and 
the South Sanwich  -
Islands 
British Virgin  1,5 
Islands 
Montserrat  2 
Pitcairn Islands  -
Saint Helena  1,4 
and dependencies 
British Antarctic  -
territory 
British Indian  -
Ocean territory 
Turks and  1,6 
Caico·s Islands 
TOTAL  10,5 
Sources: 
Decision 86/283/EEC - 30 June 1986 
Decision 91/482/EEC - 25 July 1991 













OG VIII - OLAS - Livre des Comptes par pays 
~-
100  0,75 
100  1,49 
100  ·o,5 
- -
100  0,88 
100  1,34 
- -
100  1,28 
- -
- -
100  1,59 
- '--- 7,83 
Vlth EDF 
Millions EURO 
at 31.12.97  ..,.  commited  %  paid 
41  1,79  99  1,68 
. 99  1,49  99  1,49 
71  0,7  100  0,66 
- - - -
58  1,5  100  1,5 
67  2  100  2 
- - - -
91  1,4  100  1,39 
- - - -
- - - -
100  1,7  98  1,65 
- L._  _1_Q,58  - 10.~  --
Annex& 
Vllth EDF  Vllth EDF  Vlllth EDF 
1991195  .  1991195  Millions EURO  1996/2000  %7/6  ..,. an 
Millions  •,  at 31.12.97  Millions· 
%  EURO  commited  ·~  paid  ·~  EURO 
93  2,9  2,68  93  1,82  63  1,75  - -
100  - - NA  - NA  0,1  - -
94  - - NA  - NA  - - -
- - - - - - - - -
100  2,4  2,4  100  0,04  1,7  1  - -
100  3,9  0,66  17  0,017  0,4  8  - -
- - - - - - 0,35  - -
99  2,4  1,21  50  0,85  36  5,75  - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
95  3,9  3,89  100  0,32  8  2,25  - -
- 15,5  10,84  - _3.~7- - 19,2  147,6  123,9 
~----- ------- --- - ----
3 --.....(. 
~ 
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BANOUE  EUROPEEIINE  0' I  liVEST I SSEHEIIT  EUROPAE I SCHE  I liVEST IT IOtiSBANIC  EUROPEAN  INVESTMENT  DANK 
=================================~  =============================  ====~================== 
DIRECTION  DES  FINAIICEHENTS  A l'EXTERIEUR  DE  LA  COMHUJIAUTE  DIRECTORATE  FOR  OPERATIONS  WTSIDE  THE  COMfi.INITY 
0 I REKll 011  FUER  F  ltlANZI ERUN~N AUSSERHALD  DER  GENE I  HSCHAFT 
ETATS  DES  OPERATIONS  A l'EXTERIEUR  DE  LA  COHHUNAUTE  STATISTICS  OF  OPERATIOfiS  OUTSIDE  THE  COMMUNITY  =======================:====··=====================  ======================================~======= 
AU  30 SEPTEHBRE  1998  lOTH  SEPTEMBER  1998 
STAND  DER  FIIIANZIERUNGEN  AUSSERHALB  DER  GEMEUISCHAFT 
============:==========~·==================~====2=== 






ANTILLES  IIEERLAtiDAISES 
AAUDA 
IUS  CAIMAN 
ILES  TUROUES  ET  CAlQUES 
ILES  VIERGES  BRITAtltiiOUES 
HAY01TE 
HOIIIS[I!RAT 
IICXN£LlC  CALEDONIE  ET  DEP. 
POlYIIESIE  FRANCAIS£  . 
lOT Al 
Decision 86/283/CE du Conseil, du 30 join 1986, 
Article 127 
RESSOURCES  PROPJES/ 
AUS  EIGENEtl  MITTEUI/ 





















RESSOURC£5  SPECIALES(1)/ 
AUS  ANDEREH  MITTELM(1)/ 
OTIIER  RESOURCES( 1) 
:::a========•s::c::a:c 
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5. PA  YS/lAl~D/CfXR'  TRY 
~~=~=~:zE:aaa:=~~==~====~==~=~~-~~~~=~••••••• 
• 
ANIILLES  U(ERLAUVAISES 
AJaJOA 
Jl('S  CAIMA.tl 
JLES  rAU::L.It.IIO  (l O(r(IIDI\IICES 
I  l(~ VJ ERCES  O ft IT AJ/111  OUE~ 
tiAYOl l( 
fiOUVCllE CAlEOOIIIE  H  OEr. 




Deci~ ion 91/<ll!2/CE tlu Conscil, du 25 juillct J  991, 
Article 154 
RC~~OURCES PAOrAE~/ 
AU~ CIG£NCN  HI UCUI/ 
n..n1 Rr~nuurs 


















RE<SOURCfS  SPEtiAlES(I)/ 
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6. -4  ...... 
OAUOU£  (l.IROP(r;llllf P'  II/VEST  I S~fJI(Ifl  CURCM'A(ISCirt  IIMSffTIOti~IIAII'K  (UR<Jti(AU  HfV'CSlH(IIl  O AIIK 
========= ========~=~··············  •••••••••a•••••••••••s•~•••••  ==······················ 
OIRECHOII  DES  fiUAJIC(H(IIf$  A l ' (:<JUI£\Jr:t  DE  lA  COllliJtiAUfE  DIR(CTORAIE  FOR  OPEIATIOIIS  WJSIDE  11.1(  CCJttUIIIY 
OIRUUOtl fUU  fiPIANliERUfiC:(II  AUSSEIJIAU  DE:R  CaEWSCIAJt 
(IAI  D£5  OI'ERAIICIIS  SICII£(5  rAR  PAYS  U  PQOJU 
M.lfCli[D[IUIIC  OCR  UIIIEilEICNIIUEN  flllli£1UNC£H  IIACN  lAEHDERM  Ullll  PROJEXIEII 
OPEIATIOIIS  SICIICD  OY  CllJIIIRY  AIIO  PQOJ[{T 
(14  ECU/HIO  CCU) 
PIOTE  I) roo  = PRET  OROIIIAIAE  ROfllflf./IIOAHALOAILf.IIEU  MIT  ZUISVCilCUETUUC/OnDUIAilY  t.OAII  VIlli  WTCitEST  SUOSIOY 
ro •  rRtT  Oii DIIIAIR E/IIORJtALDARL~II( II/OR IIIARY  lOAU 
..... 
rs = NtH SrCC I Al/OAIU,CIICU  ZU  SOtiOCAnED I  1/t:UIIr.f.II/SI"l!CIAL  LOAtl 
CAR  •  CAI" IlAUX  A  RI~OVI!/IIAfJ I!UOCS KAP ITAL/RJ!;IC  CAI"IIAI, 
2)  RP  = RCSSOURCUS  PAOrnfS/AUS  fiCfllfll  l·llllr:LII/OUII  AfSOURCCS 









GREAT  !lOUSE  HOTEL 
TOTAl  At::;tJillA 
AIITILLES  UEERLAIIDAISES 
LAilOSRAOIO 
OllilA  II 
OllfiA  II 
AUl  CATER IIIG 
OllilA  Ill  GLOBAL  LOAII 
OBIIA  Ill  GLOBAL  LOAII 
AlC 
TOTAL  AlltllLES  IIEERLAUOAISES 
ARUilA 
AID 
W.E.Il.  ARURA 
W.E.D.  ARUDA 
Alll  Gl.  II 
,\Ill  GL  II 
TOT AI.  Afl\JilA 
I tF. S  CAl HAll 
cue  11 
CAYHAII  WATER  PROJECT  (OCT) 
CUC  III  (PO\JER) 
TOTAL  ILES  CAINAU 
ILES  fALKLAIID  ET  DEPEIIOAIICES 
ruEL  STORAGE·  PROJECT 
TOTAL  ILES  rALKLAIIO  ET  DEPEIIOAIICES 
ILES  TURQUES  ET  CAlQUES 
IINESTMEIIT  DANK  STUDY 
\JJIID  POWER  PROJECT 
\Jill!)  POWER  PROJECT 
COIIVEIIT l 011/ 
A!IKOI~HEII/ 
















LO~IE  ·Cit 
LOI4E·C4 










========================================  === 
I·IOIIJ All I  ll\J  PilEI I 
DARLEIICIISOETRAG/ 
LOAII  AI~OUNT 
RP  AliTRES 
=========  ========= 
















TELECOMMU!Il CAT lOllS 
INDUSTRIE  (OU  ~llXTE)  •.  PRETS  GI.OilA!IX 
IIIDUSTRIE  (OU  MIXTE)  •  PRETS  GLOOAUX 
TOUR I SHE 
IIIDUSTRIE  (OU  l~IXTE)  •  PRETS  GLOOAUX 
JNOUSTRIE  (OU  ~IJXTE)  •  PRETS  GLOOAUX 
TRANSPORTS  AERIENS 
11/0USTRIE  (OU  ~!IXTE)  •  PRETS  GLOOAUX 
CENTRALES  TIIERMIOUES 
CEIITRALES  TIIERMIOUES 
IIIDUSTRIE  (OU  mXTE)  - PRETS  GLOBAUX 
IIIDUSTI!IE  (OU  MIXTE)  •  PRETS  GLOOAUX 
CEIITRALES  TIIERMIQUES 
EAU  (CAPTAGE,  DISTRIBUTION,  EPURATJOil) 
EtiERGIE  •  DIVERS. 




ETUDES  ET  ASSISTAIICE  TECIIIIIOUE 
ETUDES  ET  ASSISTAIICE  TECHNIQUE 










































TOTAl  ILES  TURQUES  ET  CAlQUES  0,15 
ILES  VICRGES  ORITAtiiiiOlmS 
!lVI  I'Of!T  UI'VFI OI'I·IF!Il 
ODVI 
llOVI  II 
!lDVI  It 
IIVI  AIRPORT  fEASilli\.ITY  S!tJ!lY 
•nHI  Ill": \ltrtH:I'<:  nut Tl\lllliOIII"': 
t.OHI'> CJ 









TRAIISPORTS  MARITIMES  ET  fLUVIAUX 
lllllti~TiliE  (OIJ  ~lJXTID  •  PRETS  GtOilAUX 
lllDU~TRIE  (OU  MIXTE)  •  PRETS  GLODAUX 
IIIDUSTR IE  (OU  ~11 XTE)  •  PRETS  GLODAUX 























SIGUEO  SECTEUR/WIRTSCIIAFTSOEREICII/SECTOR 
==========================================  =============  =========  ==============================~========= 
!~AYOTTE 
TRAIISPORTS  HARITII·If:S  (LOI·II:  !If) 
ELECTRICITE  DE  MAYOTTE 
EOH  II 
ELECTRICITE  I II 
TOTAl  !~AYOTTE 
HOIITS[RRAT 
MONTSERRAT  PORT  RECOIISTRUCTIOII 
POWER  OEVELOP~lEilT  STUDY 
TOTAL  MOIITSERRAT 
NOUVELLE  CALEDOIIIE  ET  DE?. 
0/\IIO!JE  CAL[()OIIl Etlll[  [)  1 l!IVEST I SSOICIIT 
B/1/IOIIE  CALEOOUIE!IIIE  O'liiVf:ST ISSEIH  II 
OAIIOU[  CALEOOIII [IItlE  0 1 I liVEST I SSMT  II 
3A!IOUE  CALEOOIIIE!I!IE  D'IIIVESTISSMT  II 
TOTAL  IJOUVELLE  CAlEDOII!E  ET  DEP. 
POLYIIESIE  FRAIICAISE 
SOCREDO  Ill 
SOCREDO  Ill 
TEP  l I 
TEP  II 
SOCREOO  GlOOAl  LOAN  IV 
SOCREDO  GLOBAL  LOAil  IV 






LO~IE  ·C3 














TRANSPORTS  HARITIHES  ET  FlUVIAUX 
CEIITRAlES  TIIERHIOUES 
IIIOUSTRIE  •  DIVERS 
CEIITRALES  TIIERMIOUES 
91/01  TRAIISPORTS  IMRITIMES  ET  FlUVIAUX 
92/12  ETUDES  ET  ASSISTAIICE  TECIIIIIOUE 
1\9/11  I!IDUSTR!E  (OU  MIXTE)  •  PREIS  GLOOAUX 
'J3!12  IUOUSTRIE  (OU  MIXT()  - PREIS  Gl03AUX 
93!12  UlOUSTR!E  (OU  M!XTE)  •  PRETS  GlOOAUX 
9lo/OI,  11/0USTRlf:  (OU  MIXTE)  •  PREYS  GLODAUX 
117!10  11/0USTRIL(OU HJXTE)  •  PRETS  GLOBAUX 
IJ7!10  ltiOUSTRIE  (Oll  MIXTF.)  - PREIS  GlO!JAUX 
/lll/00  EIIERGIE  •  DIVERS 
llll/011  CIJERGIE  •  DIVERS 
93/10  IIIDUSTRIE  (OU  MIXTE)  •  PRETS  GLODAUX 

















~IOIIT  AliT  [)U  PII(T I 
OARLEIIEIISBETRAG/ 
L  OAII  AI~OUIIT 
RP  AUTRES 
=========  ========= 
1,15 
1,00 








'·' 00  t,,oo 
2,00, 
-----···- ----·~·-~ 








12,00  7,56 
T\JIJICA'-
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of the 2047th Council meeting 
(General Affairs), 
held in Brussels on  24 November 1997 
illtMS/ic  · ANNEX  II 
Re item 12 on the· •genda 
STATEMENTS 
Statement by the Council and the Commission re Article 1  08(2)(a) 
On the basis of a study, once the OCT have supplied the requisite information during 
consultations within the framework of the partnership arrangement set forth in part V of the 
Decision, the Commission will submit to the Council the proposal referred toc.;in 
Article 1  08(2)(a) after consulting the Origin Section of the Customs Committee, by 
31  December 1998.  The Council will examine the proposal with dispatch, giving due Weight 
to the conclusions of the Essen European Council on the harmonization of-rules of origin. 
Commission statement re Article 1  08a of the revised Decision 
1.  During the first five working days of January; import licences for OCTs may be 
requested for a quantity of 35 000 tonnes expressed as husked rice equivalent.- The 
non-requested quantities may be requested during the first five working days of May 
and September respectively, if appropriate increased by the quantities referred to in 
Article 1  08a(2) and  (3). 
2.  The ACP quota of 125 000 tonnes expressed as husked rice equivalent (
1
)  will be 
divided into three parts of41 666 tons to be opened in January, May and September 
respectively. 
As regards the quantities of each part not requested during the first five working days 
of January and May respectively, ACP import licences and  OCT import licences may be 
requested during the  first five working days of May and September respectively. 
(
1
)  Regulation (EC)  No 715/90, Article 13; OJ  No l  84, 30.9.1990, p. 85. 
12411/97 
(ANNEX  II) 
CAB 
iii/MS/ic  EN 
13~ 3.  Cur;~ the first five working days of October, the following may be requested: 
- ACP or OCT import licences for the non-requested quantities \tf\~'the· 
J 25 000 tonnes ACP quota; 
OCT import licences for the non-r~~~-Q~'f  quantities (35 000 tonnes, if 
appropriate increased by the quantities referre-d to in Article 1  08a(2) and  (3)). 
There will be appropriate consultations with the ACP States on the above mechanism 
prior to implementation. 
Councrl statement re. Article.108a(3l 
The. Cquncil  1'1c:>te_s  a Commission statement.to_ the~"ff~~t  .that only .ifit h~s firs.t:ooted  -~ 
genuine rice shortage .on the Corort\unitv mar.ket wm the Comm~ssion  po•sibty propose 
additional quantities of rice after the summer  0 
Council  a~,:t Commission statement re Article 240l4l 
"The Council ~nd the Commission note that, according to Arti.cle  136 of the Treaty, the 
Council is required to act opt Decisions on  t~' as.sociatiqfl of the OCT designed to achieve 
finally the objectives set out in Article 132 of the Tr.eaty. 
The Councii and the Commission draw attention to the declaration concerning -the OCT to be 
inserted into the Final Act of the Amsterdam Treaty, which invites the Council,  acting 
in accordance with the_ provisions of Article 136 of the,  "treaty, to review th~  association 
arrangements by February 2000 with the objective of, in particular,,prqmoting -the, economic 
and  social development of the OCT more effectively and developing close economic relations 
between the OCT and the Union. 
12411/97 
(ANNEX  II) 
CAB 
iii/MS/ic  EN In the light of the above, the Council and the Commission state that for the purpose of the 
elaboration of the Decision to be adopted by the Council on expiry of Decision 91 /482/EEC, 
the Council and the Commission will be guided in their deliberations by the system of rules of 
origin set out in point I above as far as  rice and  sugar are concerned, as well as the changes 
resulting from the procedure laid down in point II  above." 
Council statement re Article 2(1) concerning entry into force of the revised Decision 
The Council notes that the Commission will ensure that its implementing Regulation is 
published the same day. 
Statement by the Netherlands delegation 
The Kingdom of the Netherlands can agree to the mid-term review of the Decision on the 
association of the overseas countries and territories.  The Netherlands Antilles request that it 
be indicated that they cannot endorse that Decision.  This does not affect the decision taken 
by the Kingdom. 
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